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I. FOREWORD
I have devoted my life to Europe. Worked
for Europe. Studied in order to further the
European dream. This is the fulfilment of
a dream for me now, as I lead the second
largest parliamentary group in the European
Parliament: the Socialists and Democrats.
The only group in which all 28 national
delegations are represented. Over the past
three years, we have navigated through
turbulent waters. The challenges and threats
we have faced have been much greater
than those of the past. Brexit, terrorism,
the migration crisis, the economic crisis,
LuxLeaks and Panama papers, the rise
of Eurosceptic, xenophobic and populist
movements, blind austerity and the Greek
bailout, not to mention human rights, Africa,
climate change, trade agreements and
institutional reforms.
We have reacted to each of these challenges
with a sense of reasoned serenity and
passionate determination. We have always
tried to uphold the common good over
selfish national desires, and the fundamental
principles of the progressive family over
neo-nationalist, racist or even simply
conservative drives.

With our 189 Group members, supported
by the Bureau, the Group Secretariat and
my cabinet, we have worked to make our
dream a reality, produce practical proposals
and strengthen our forces. It hasn’t been
easy. We haven’t always succeeded. But we
have always fought together in the name of
solidarity, rights and social and economic
justice. Always.
This book gathers together some of the
speeches from the past three years that have
been delivered in the hemicycle at the most
pertinent and dramatic times in the life of the
European Parliament.
Our battles are your battles. Yesterday, today
and tomorrow. Together, we will make it!

GIANNI PITTELLA

S&D Group President
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II. OUR TEAM
THE S&D BUREAU

The Bureau team co-ordinates the political activities of the S&D Group.
It is made up of the President, nine Vice-presidents and the treasurer.
Individual vice-presidents are in charge of specific EU policy portfolios and
supervise cross-committee issues. Two others are responsible for the S&D
Group’s communications and for the co-ordination of parliamentary business.
The Bureau was elected on 14 December 2016. The team has a clear
gender balance and reflects European diversity with members coming from
the South, North, East and West of Europe, as well as from both small and
larger countries.
#EuropeTogether - we can!
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MEMBERS OF THE BUREAU (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT):

BULLMANN Udo, Vice-president, Economic and Social Model  THOMAS Isabelle,
Vice-president, Budget and Cohesion Policy  KOFOD Jeppe, Vice-president,
Globalisation  FAJON Tanja, Vice-president, Communication and Civil Liberties 
PITTELLA Gianni, President  VALENCIANO MARTÍNEZ-OROZCO Elena, Vice-president,
Foreign policy, Development and Trade  WEIDENHOLZER Josef, Vice-president, Civil
Liberties, Constitutional and Legal Affairs  VAN BREMPT Kathleen, Vice-president,
Sustainable Development  NIEDERMÜLLER Péter, Treasurer  RODRIGUES Maria
João, Vice-president, Parliamentary Secretary  STANISHEV Sergei, Member and PES
President  BOŞTINARU Victor, Vice-president, Foreign Policy
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1.	ELECTION OF
THE PRESIDENTS
OF THE
EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT
AND THE
EUROPEAN
COMMISSION
013

1 July 2014

In the Chair for the election
of the President of the
European Parliament
Ladies and gentlemen, friends, before
proceeding with our agenda, I would like
to express the great honour and pleasure
it is for me to have the opportunity to open
this first session under the new legislature
as the ad interim President of the European
Parliament. I hope that I, and all of you, will
be able to meet the expectations of so many
citizens who, with their votes, have sent us
a clear message regarding the need for
change.
Our hope is that in five years’ time we will
be able to say, with our heads held high, that
our work has contributed to creating a better
and fairer Europe, more in line with the
demands of the citizens.
In line with the provisions set out in our rules
of procedure, this morning we must elect
our President. Under the terms of rule 15,
paragraph 1, of the rules of procedure,
nominations for the post of President of
the European Parliament must be tabled
by a political group or by a minimum of
forty members, with the agreement of the
candidates.
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The instructions regarding the election
of President have been distributed. In line
with the conditions set out in the rules of
procedure, I have received the following
nominations for the Presidency of the
European Parliament: Mr Iglesias Turrión,
Mr Karim, Mrs Lunacek and Mr Schulz.
409 votes. The candidates have informed me
that they accept their respective nominations.
Under the terms of rule 16, paragraph 1, of
the rules of procedure, I would like to remind
you that to be elected, a candidate must
obtain an absolute majority of the votes cast
in the first three ballots. Blank or spoiled
ballot papers will not be taken into
consideration in the counting of votes cast.
Before proceeding to the election, I would
like to give the floor to each candidate, in
alphabetical order, for a maximum of five
minutes.
Under the rules of procedure, the vote will
take place with a secret ballot.
Voting is now open.

Ladies and gentlemen, I shall now inform you
of the outcome of the vote: votes cast: 723;
spoiled or blank votes: 111; valid votes: 612;
absolute majority: 307.
T h e f ol l o w i n g v o t e s w e r e o b t a i n e d .
Mr Iglesias Turrión: 51 votes; Mr Karim: 101
votes; Mrs Lunacek: 51 votes; Mr Schulz: 409
votes. Mr Schulz has obtained an absolute
majority of the votes cast and is thus elected
President of the European Parliament.
May I express my warmest congratulations
to Mr Schulz on his election and I wish him
every success in carrying out his office.
I will now invite him straight away to take
the President’s seat. ■
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15 July 2014

Debate on the statement
by the candidate for
President of the Commission,
Jean-Claude Juncker
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, President
Juncker, I would like to start by talking about
a region that is located outside the European
Union but that has never been as European as
it has been in the past few days: Gaza. There
is a war ongoing in Gaza, the umpteenth war
that has claimed thousands of civilian lives.
We must stop this war! We cannot close our
eyes and look the other way.
War has resurfaced at the borders of Europe:
in Syria, just a few kilometres from Cyprus;
in Libya, to the south of Italy; in Gaza; but
also in Ukraine, at the heart of Europe. Here,
the war that we thought we had exorcised
forever has returned and is reawakening
old demons. It reminds us of Srebrenica,
the anniversary of which we have been
honouring these past few days. But the war,
this war, is a mirror for us because it evokes
the profound meaning – and Mr Weber just
mentioned this – the profound meaning, the
raison d’être of the European project.
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The European Union is indeed an economic
and monetary union, and also a banking
union, but it is also something more than
that: it is a project of civilisation, of peace,
of solidarity. As the first act of this new
legislature, we should work to impose
a ceasefire and a humanitarian assistance
plan for Gaza. Europe will not be being true to
itself if it does not find that message of peace
for which it was born. My thoughts go, firstly
and foremost, to the thousands of victims of
the Gaza war.
Mr President, five years ago, José Manuel
Barroso was present here in this very same
room. The crisis had started a few months
previously and many people were already
foretelling its end. Five years later – and you
recalled this with great honesty – the crisis
is still ongoing, Europe is bogged down in
a deep-set stagnation. We face the risk of
deflation, unemployment and poverty have
grown, an entire generation has lost all
hope for the future.

President Juncker, you - as the man of great
culture that you are - talk often of the history
of our European continent. I also believe that
history is important and I think that we need
to learn from the mistakes of recent years,
from the mistakes that led us into this crisis.
The first mistake is ancient and it is the same
mistake that was made in the 1929 crisis –
austerity. When faced with a crisis of demand,
we should have relaunched investments,
generators of growth. When faced with the
emergence of new forms of poverty, we
should have reformed and financed our
social protection systems. Instead, in the
name of an accounting-based vision, we cut
investments, we reduced social spending and
we scaled down the growth potential of our
economies. Nobody wants to reactivate public
spending in an indiscriminate, charitable
manner. What we do need to do, however, is
find the right balance between consolidating
public finances and supporting wide-ranging
investments. Some, however, seem obsessed
with the idea of putting public finances
back in order. But I ask myself and I ask you:
where is the order when one out of every two
young people is unemployed? Where is the
order when the poverty rate is increasing
exponentially? What is more important? That
public finances are in order or that society
and our lives are in order? The main lesson
to be learnt from this crisis is that the rules –
you said this yourself in your statement – all of
the rules, including budgetary rules, must be at
the service of the lives of our citizens.

The second lesson to be learnt is that we
are inter-dependent in Europe. Our societies
and economies are inextricably linked,
tremors in one financial market spread
very quickly to other markets. Immigrants
that arrive in Lampedusa every day will
probably become the marginalised groups
living on the outskirts of the big European
cities, from Madrid to London, Paris, Berlin
and Rome. This inter-dependence imposes
responsibilities, solidarity and sharing upon
all of us.
The third lesson is that we need more
democracy. If we are mired in this crisis
it is in part due to the fact that dozens of
intergovernmental summits – let’s admit to
this, President Juncker – have proven to be
inconclusive and have produced confusing
and ineffective decisions. We need stronger
democracy in the European Union. If we,
today, support you, President Juncker, why do
we support you? Because we think that you
have learnt from these lessons, particularly
from the demand for greater democracy. If
you, today, are here present with us, it is in part
because there was a small revolution that took
place over the last few weeks in Europe. For
the first time since the birth of the European
Union, the President of the Commission has
been elected taking into account the vote
of our citizens. This marks, indicates, the
coming of parliamentary democracy and
is an irreversible step. If it were not for the
persistence and the perseverance of this
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Parliament, you, President Juncker, would
most likely not have been named President
of the European Commission.
Our vote in favour of you today is not a blank
cheque. We very much liked some of the
references you made in your speech to social
issues, and the social market economy that
you talked about is an important part of the
culture of the European Socialists, Democrats
and Progressives. But we know that you are
not a socialist, and neither are we making it
a condition that you become one – although
we should never say never. We didn’t win the
elections, your party won and it is right that
you should be the candidate to the Presidency
of the Commission.
Over the next months, with the hearings of the
Commissioners, we will be monitoring the
compatibility between our programmes
and those of the future Commission, and
we will be uncompromising. Parliament’s
democratic control over the Commission will
be strengthened, the debate on the state of the
Union will no longer be an exercise in rhetoric
but rather will become an annual political
review of the work of the Commission. Our
support of you is not simply an obligatory
tribute to the new parliamentary democracy.
Over recent days, as you well know, we
have negotiated and we have presented our
priorities to you, as was right for us to do. We
have called for more investments to create
growth, a more social Europe, more solidarity
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as regards, above all, immigration. This
morning, in the document that you presented,
in the report that you made, in your speech,
you have given responses to our demands
that have convinced us.
We asked you for clear figures and
commitments. You have given us figures
and you have also given us a deadline. You
said 300 billion euros for an investment plan
that will create wealth, growth and new jobs
and you spoke of a starting date of February
2015. You have sanctioned industrial policy,
a word long considered taboo by the liberals.
Here too, there are figures as there is
a commitment to bring the weight of industry
in Europe’s GDP to 20% by 2020. On a social
Europe, there are clear commitments as
regards the fight against social dumping
through a revision of the posting of workers
directive that will allow for the establishment
of the principle of the same pay for the
same work in the same place. You are also
committed to countering fiscal dumping by
adopting a common tax base at European
level for companies and strong support for
a financial transaction tax. Your programme
supports surpassing the troika that has
done so much damage to Greece and other
countries subjected to financial assistance.
It also accommodates our request to
evaluate the social impact of national reform
programmes and to once again take up our
fight to approve as quickly as possible the
anti-discrimination directive, currently

‘‘

The European Union
is indeed an economic and
monetary union, and also
a banking union, but it is also
something more than that: it
is a project of civilisation, of
peace, of solidarity.

‘‘

run aground with unacceptable vetoes.
You programme also includes one of our
workhorses: the refinancing, and extension
to the greatest number of young people
possible, of the Youth Guarantee. Before
these negotiations, these points were not in
your programme and we are proud of these
breakthroughs and it is for that reason that
we voted for you.
There is still a lot to do in other areas. We
would have liked to see more clarity as
regards flexibility. You have limited yourself
to recalling the position of the Council on this
issue. We are pleased to see your positioning
on a probable appointment to Ecofin
Commissioner of a socialist representative,
but that is not enough for us. On flexibility,
we will be uncompromising. We feel that

countries that promote ambitious reforms
and invest in knowledge should not be
strangled by bookkeepers’ budgetary rules.
We want the rules to be respected – let that
be clear – but they need to be at the service
of growth.
We would have liked greater courage on
the directive on parental leave because we
need to ensure that European women are
able to reconcile professional and family
life. We would have liked more references
to environmental sustainability in our
development model that today must shoulder
the care of our planet. We would have liked to
find more attention paid to human capital, to
knowledge and talent, that represent the true
wealth of Europe.
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‘‘

Our vote in favour of you
today is not a blank cheque.
We very much liked some
of the references you made
in your speech to social
issues, and the social market
economy that you talked
about is an important part of
the culture of the European
Socialists, Democrats and
Progressives.

‘‘

We will not lower our guard. We are loyal
and demanding partners, we cannot err.
If conservatism and inaction prevail, we
will be faced with an impoverished, fearful,
divided Europe with no mission. That Europe
will be destined to decline. Instead, we can
unite forces and, thanks to our work, restore
Europe to deliver on the message of solidarity,
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union and peace for which it was born. From
different positions and histories, we extend
our hand to you on this path, we place our
trust in you. It is now up to you to ensure
you do not betray this trust over the next five
years. We will keep our eye closely on you.
Good luck, President Juncker! ■

22 October 2014

Election of the European
Commission
President Juncker, I can confirm that the
Group of Socialists and Democrats will be
voting for you because of the attention you
have shown to the Parliament, the positive
new institutional architecture you have
chosen for the Commission, your call to
rebalance the austerity policy – I would like
to add that if an effort has been made to make
bold structural reforms and the situation is
still one of low growth, then use should be
made of all the flexibility provided for in the
treaties – and for your attention to social
issues: it’s a lovely expression, the social
triple A. Our weakest citizens will judge us on
that. Our rating agency is our citizens.
You have also confirmed your focus on
investments: this is a decisive point for
us: you heard the statements made by the
colleagues from my group. When you spoke of
the investment plan, you said that the private
sector also has a big responsibility and you
are right. I do, however, remain convinced that
reviving the economy cannot be exclusively
outsourced to the private sector and that
there must be a clear commitment made up
of public resources for public investments in
the investment plan.

As regards the single market, we agree with
you: we need structural reforms to reduce
obstacles to growth. But watch out for the
rhetoric of structural reforms, many States
have been carrying out bold structural reforms
for many years. We cannot continue to say it’s
not enough, that they should keep on doing
more! Perhaps if growth hasn’t revived despite
these reforms, the problem is that structural
reforms alone are not enough and that we
need to relaunch internal demand. The main
problem facing the European economy is the
weakness of internal demand.
One final word that has been somewhat
lacking: solidarity, the foundation of the
European project. Solidarity between
European States, between European citizens,
but also beyond Europe. You quite rightly
mentioned the tragedy that is Ebola. This
should be the test bed to show that Europe
is here. Europe is present everywhere in
the world, for people of every nationality,
and Europe will leave no one behind. Father
Luigi Ciotti once said beautifully: it is more
important to be believed than it is to be
a believer. This is the challenge of politics,
this is your challenge, this is our challenge. ■
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17 January 2017

Candidature for the post
of President of the European
Parliament

For this reason, no matter what the result
today, there will never again be a grand
coalition, a privileged agreement between
the large groups, because we need clarity,
because now, more than ever before, Europe
and our democracies need clear and civilised
debate about different ideas and visions,
which is something different from instability
and stalemate. If you elect me as President,
I will be the guarantor of this debate; I will
ensure that all political groups and all of
you individually will be able to express
yourselves and influence the decisions made
by this institution. I will work to ensure this
Parliament is as inclusive as possible, I will
be the President for every one of you.
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I have a deep respect for diversity, I will
support gender equality within this
institution, I believe in transparency and
will do everything I can to ensure that the
Parliament is utterly transparent. I believe
in the community method, I believe in a fair
working relationship with the European
Commission but I will demand that all the
institutions fully respect the prerogatives of
Parliament.

‘‘

I have a deep respect for
diversity, I will support
gender equality within
this institution, I believe in
transparency and will do
everything I can to ensure
that the Parliament is utterly
transparent.

‘‘

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am
running for President of the European
Parliament because I want to see a braver
Europe, a stronger Parliament when faced
with the major challenges in the world, a
Europe that is not afraid of diversity, but
rather encourages it. This Parliament should
be a space where everyone can come together
and debate.
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‘‘

I am running for
President of the European
Parliament because I want
to see a braver Europe,
a stronger Parliament
when faced with the major
challenges in the world,
a Europe that is not afraid
of diversity, but rather
encourages it.

‘‘

I will work for a Parliament that involves
citizens through major forums on the central
issues that affect our lives, the relationship
between democracy and finance for
sustainable development, for climate change,
for culture. It will be a Parliament that looks
out towards the world in these turbulent
times to be a standard-bearer, a calm and
powerful driver of peace, of democracy, of the
respect of human rights, and of hope. But it
will also be a Parliament able to be, through
its members and its President, in the places
where people suffer and succeed: in schools
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and universities, in companies and nongovernmental organisations, in town squares
and in all democratic forums.
I am convinced that we, as human beings, can
resolve even the biggest problems by sowing
freedom and equality in the arid lands of
disenchantment and disappointment, and in
the barren lands of desperation. I am guided
by the compass of faith in reason and science,
in the intelligence of people and humankind,
in the Christian ethos of caring for people,
the community and the environment.

Ladies and gentlemen, I, too, am from a country
in the south of Europe, from a small but
honourable land, a village that seemed distant
from Italy, where life in the countryside was as
hard as the hoe that encounters the stone and
hunger was such that over the years thousands
of people were forced to emigrate, but always
with their heads held high.

This Europe needs to be changed, and I know
that, but the simple fact that I, having come
so far, am standing here in front of you, in this
Chamber, with the great ambition of giving you
all a voice shows that, despite everything, the
dream of a fairer and freer Europe is within the
grasp of our peoples. I don’t know what will
happen today, but I want you all to know, and
I say this from the bottom of my heart, that
if you elect me as President, I will serve your
hopes with my head held high, with humility
and with passion, and appreciation. ■

‘‘

I am convinced that we,
as human beings, can resolve
even the biggest problems
by sowing freedom and
equality in the arid lands
of disenchantment and
disappointment, and in
the barren lands of
desperation.

‘‘
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2.	STATE OF THE
UNION AND
SOCIAL EUROPE

7 October 2015

Debate on the current
situation in the European
Union following statements
by François Hollande,
President of the French
Republic, and Angela Merkel,
Chancellor of the Federal
Republic of Germany
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Chancellor Merkel, President Hollande,
the fall of the Berlin Wall was, in my view,
the birth of a new Europe.
The lesson that we still carry with us today is
that the quest for freedom is an unstoppable
drive. Freedom is a human condition, over
and above being a political one. No wall
will ever stop it. The second lesson is to
do with the fragility of political projects.
Thirty years ago, no one imagined that the
Communist bloc would have disappeared.
Large political projects die in one of
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two ways: when they are defeated by an
external adversary – this is the case for
Soviet-type so-called ‘real socialism’,
overtaken by liberal democracies – or when
they no longer believe in themselves, when
they lose the sense of their own history. This
is the risk that Europe is facing today and
we need to say it frankly, we saw it with the
Greek crisis, you spoke about it.
The real drama has not been the lack of
payment of an instalment, but rather the fact
that for a moment, we lost the feeling of
being together. This is the risk that we must

no longer face. Because if Europe is devalued
to an aggregation of states held together by
the logic of convenience and strength, then
it will lose its raison d’être, and a Pandora’s
box of selfishness, secessions and forms of
separatism will be opened.
The European Union is, above all, a political
project and history has shown us that the
Franco-German engine has served Europe
well in the past because it had a vision of
Europe, the idea that the foundations for
political integration could be laid through the
reconciliation of peoples divided by centuries
of war.
Today we need a new start, a new project,
a new vision that will give sense to the
European Union and that will see all Member

States take a leading role. This Parliament and
this European Commission, led by President
Schulz and President Juncker, have shown
themselves to be up to the challenge and if
they are here in this House today it is because
the 2014 elections and the direct election of
the President of the European Commission
gave this Parliament new energy and a strong
new leadership.
Europe cannot be built from on high and
– let me say it politely but clearly – the
intergovernmental model is obsolete.
The Europe of peoples cannot be built on
rhetoric, but rather needs to be built on
specific deeds that will encourage real
solidarity. We started with immigration
and we need to move forward coherently
and decisively.

‘‘

The lesson that we still
carry with us today is that
the quest for freedom is an
unstoppable drive. Freedom is
a human condition, over and
above being a political one.
No wall will ever stop it.

‘‘
29

‘‘

We need to guarantee
greater social justice.
This continent, Europe, is
undergoing a silent division,
the poor are getting poorer
and the rich are getting richer;
social dumping must be
eliminated!

‘‘

I very much appreciate the comments made
by Chancellor Merkel today, that we have
been uttering the words welcome, safety
and responsibility, for some time now. I very
much appreciate that you stated clearly
that the Dublin Regulation is obsolete. Yes,
Dublin is obsolete! We need to make the
Union more democratic and this can only
be done by reforming the governance of the
Economic and Monetary Union that will see
the European Parliament’s role strengthened.
This institution is already the Parliament
of the entire Union and of the eurozone. We
also need to give the Union the instruments
it needs to establish itself with a common
fiscal capacity that could give rise to
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a European mechanism for insurance against
unemployment.
We need to fight for fairer taxation because it
is unacceptable that citizens are being asked
to make sacrifices while tax evasion and fraud
divert trillions of euros from the public coffers
every year. Taxes should be paid where profits
are made!
We need to guarantee greater social justice.
This continent, Europe, is undergoing a silent
division, the poor are getting poorer and the
rich are getting richer; social dumping must
be eliminated!

And finally, compared to 25 years ago, we are
now facing the challenge of climate change.
François Hollande spoke of it with passion,
with determination, thank you for his strong
call to everyone to make Paris a great success!
And then foreign policy, let us be honest on
this issue. In the Middle East, the differences
in Member States’ approaches to defining
who is our main opponent, Isis or Assad, is
weakening our diplomatic activities. We need
a common European Union foreign policy.

Dear colleagues, I know that some European
citizens, even some present here, think that
the decline of the Union is inevitable. We
need to challenge this fatalism. Even today,
the words of a great European, François
Mitterrand, remain relevant, words that
he uttered in this Chamber, as you have
recalled: “Our role is to prevent the inevitable,
to achieve what is impossible and to ensure
that hopes become reality”! ■

‘‘

We need to fight for
fairer taxation because it
is unacceptable that citizens
are being asked to make
sacrifices while tax evasion
and fraud divert trillions
of euros from the public
coffers every year. Taxes
should be paid where
profits are made!

‘‘
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9 March 2016

Debate with Swedish Prime
Minister Stefan Löfven on
the current situation in the
European Union
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, Prime
Minister, in your impassioned speech you
spoke of democracy and cooperation; that is
to say you spoke of values. And I feel that the
true battle for the future of Europe isn’t one
that is played out in military terms. Like in
Syria, like other places, the battle for Europe
is, above all, a battle of values. We need to
show that we can adapt the European Union
to the global changes of recent decades
without losing – and on the contrary by
strengthening – our values. And there is one
value that comes before all others: the value
of solidarity, a word no longer in vogue in
this Europe ripped apart by nationalism and
selfishness, but that nonetheless remains the
foundation of the European Union.
Solidarity and dignity were two values very
close to the heart of Olaf Palme – and we
marked the 30-year anniversary of his death
just a few days ago. I like to remember one of
his phrases. Palme said “for us, democracy is a
question of human dignity and human dignity
is political freedom”. Dignity and solidarity.
Solidarity means, above all, solidarity with
those who are oppressed and who are fleeing
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from war. You quoted some very impressive
figures: 80,000 refugees received by Sweden.
Thank you, Prime Minister!
It is clear that in the face of this new
international backdrop, the EU member
states alone cannot do everything for Europe.
Sweden, Germany, Italy or any other member
state cannot do everything alone. We need
a common European asylum system along
with a revision of the Dublin Regulation, as
you said. Solidarity today means fighting
for that social Europe that you correctly
mentioned; not a Europe that divides workers,
but a European Union that unites them by
offering them the same levels of protection.
This means paying all workers, no matter
their nationality, equal pay for equal work.
Our group, with a very important contribution
made by the delegation from your country,
has managed to ensure the continued
commitment by the Juncker Commission to
the follow up on the Posted Workers Directive.
We welcome this presentation and will do all
we can to ensure that this vision succeeds
with positive developments. ■

14 September 2016

Debate following the State of
the European Union address
Mr Presi dent , ladi es a nd gentl emen,
President Juncker has made a high-profile,
serious, responsible and informed speech. He
has spoken clearly on the post-Brexit period,
he has relaunched the investment plan, he
has clearly shown his openness towards
flexibility and he has not once mentioned the
word austerity – for which I thank him. He
has been clear on the fight again tax evasion
and he has proposed a credible programme
for the next 12 months, months that will be
crucial for our citizens.
We will faithfully support you and our support
will depend on your ability to implement
these commitments, on being – as you said –
builders. And, finally, I find an ability to react in
your speech. After Brexit, we heard so many
dramatic declarations, leaders who said “we’re
on the brink of the abyss”, “Europe is coming
to an end”, “either we save it now or never” and
then nothing. There are those leaders who
seem to be sleepwalking through the dead of
the night, and then there is Theresa May who,
in the face of a clear referendum result, albeit
a sad one for us, continues to hamstring the
Union three months later – if it wasn’t so tragic,
it would be ridiculous!

This Commission has maintained a political
and economic profile that we, the Socialists
and Democrats, like, and that brings the
dogged devotees of austerity out in hives.
Minister Schäuble and his friends – perhaps
you should take some antihistamines. I will
say it once again, Mr Weber, we will never
join the ranks of proponents of blind rigour.
We are a progressive force, an alternative to
the conservatives.
But we know that these are extraordinary
times, we must work together, we want to
work with all of the pro-European groups in
this Parliament and work on serious political
priorities to overcome the nationalism dressed
up as so-called patriotic democracy. JeanClaude Juncker has given positive responses
to our priorities, to many of our priorities.
I would like to repeat them: first and foremost,
sustainable growth; jobs; the setting of moral
standards in European democracy; and
solidarity. Four words that are fundamental
for our values, consistent with our values, with
our socialist principles. Sustainable growth
– while the investment programme is good,
we must focus it on more risky investments
and towards sustainability – completing
the Banking Union; a fiscal capacity;
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‘‘

But we know that these
are extraordinary times,
we must work together, we
want to work with all of the
pro-European groups in this
Parliament and work on
serious political priorities to
overcome the nationalism
dressed up as so-called
patriotic democracy.

‘‘

a tripling of the Globalisation Adjustment
Fund; flexibility and the start of unreserved
discussions on the Stability Pact, including
on the Fiscal Compact; and continuation of
the Cohesion Policy because the Cohesion
Policy is a cornerstone of European policies
and we absolutely cannot dismantle it. We
need a financial framework that can meet the
challenges: no reduction of Structural Funds
for Spain and Portugal.
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Europe must not be the grim judge that
punishes, that sanctions. Europe must
understand, support and unite, it must be
the friend of the citizens, the defender of the
planet’s wellbeing – the great leader Jacques
Delors reminded us of this. We need to fight
to set moral standards for our economy and
to eradicate tax fraud – we are waiting for
the directive. You said “taxes should be paid
where profits are made”, so it is not right that
a baker in Strasbourg should have to pay
more taxes than an American multinational!

We want a blacklist of tax havens, rules on
whistleblowers, a stricter code of conduct
for Commissioners and Presidents of the
European Commission, and also the social
agenda – thank you for the Posting of Workers
Directive. We want a Child Guarantee in
addition to the Youth Guarantee. We want to see
a fight against social dumping and I would like
to say to my friends in the EPP: take note of
what President Juncker has said about social
dumping, because it exists in the European
Union. Let us fight together against this social
iniquity! And then there is also the directive
on insecure employment and European
unemployment insurance.

I would like to finish with a few words on
immigration and foreign policy: Federica
Mogherini has shown herself to be the European
Union’s true Foreign Minister. We are pleased
with the common defence policy, with moving
forward on the Migration Compact with Africa
– an excellent, revolutionary choice, President
Juncker! – and with unaccompanied minors
and humanitarian corridors, cooperation
between intelligence services and Schengen
for Bulgaria, Romania and Croatia.
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‘‘

Europe must not be the
grim judge that punishes,
that sanctions. Europe must
understand, support and
unite, it must be the friend of
the citizens, the defender of
the planet’s wellbeing – the
great leader Jacques Delors
reminded us of this.

‘‘

Mr President, this Commission has the
intelligence, the authority and the prestige to
spearhead a new phase. We have to deal with
an invisible, almost intangible danger: this
danger is called fear. But a world shaped by fear
is a world that is worse than the one we live in.
It is not fair to impose this upon our children,
upon ourselves and upon those still to come
into this world, and in order to defeat fear, we
need political intelligence, determination and
a big European heart.
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Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, quite
honestly, I am astonished to hear Mr Farage
and Ms Le Pen say “now help us to carry out
Brexit”. They were determined, committed,
firm in calling for Brexit – and ‘Frexit’ in Ms
Le Pen’s case – but they are not even able to
live up to their responsibilities and put Brexit
into practice, and they try to find excuses and
scapegoats. But this is because they lied! You
lied and deceived the British people with your
lies, you took them into a decision that will
harm them and the European Union.

‘‘

You lied and deceived
the British people with your
lies, you took them into
a decision that will harm
them and the European
Union.

‘‘

Second issue: our priorities are poverty,
redistribution of income, social dumping and
sustainable growth. Thank you, President
Juncker, because these are also the European
Commission’s priorities.
Thirdly: this morning, you introduced the
Capital Market Union. Now we have the
Market Union, the Banking Union, and to
complete them, the Capital Market Union.
We need to work for the Political Union,

the political union of Europe. This is
a great challenge. You will all say to me:
“but Mr Pittella, you are dreaming”. We have
to dream to achieve better things and we
should have the strength that comes from
being united: the European Commission
and the European Parliament hand-in-hand,
as Delors said. If we are united, we can win,
fulfilling our dreams! ■
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13 September 2017

Debate following the State of
the European Union address
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
President Juncker, it is true: a gust of new
hope is blowing and the idea is growing
among citizens that without Europe we are
more alone and more defenceless. You did
not use a triumphant tone, and you were right
not to, because serious problems persist. We
have one bullet left in the barrel of the gun
and we cannot afford to miss our target.
You have made some interesting proposals,
many of which come from the S&D Group,
and we are grateful to you for that. But we

need to turn the proposals into results and we
need to be bold, as you said, striking all the
multinationals that have defrauded the tax
authorities, obliging them to repay what they
have hidden with their scams.
We need to launch a major initiative against
job insecurity and the exploitation of young
people: some young people, even with
a Master’s degree, earn €500 per month! This is
a scandal that we need to oppose! We need to
be inflexible, as the European Commission and
Vice-President Timmermans are being at the

‘‘

We need to launch
a major initiative
against job insecurity
and the exploitation
of young people.

‘‘
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‘‘

We need to strengthen
our decision-making process:
the unanimity rule is a virus
for democracy in the Council;
we need to have a European
Treasury, but it shouldn’t
be a gloomy guardian of the
treaties, of public finances,
but rather a democratic
institution with a fiscal
capacity.

‘‘

moment, on the issues of freedom, of equality,
of the rule of law, of democracy. You said that
these are the cornerstones of your policies.
I would say: these are the cornerstones, the
DNA, of the European Union.
We need to strengthen our decision-making
process: the unanimity rule is a virus for

democracy in the Council; we need to have
a European Treasury, but it shouldn’t be
a gloomy guardian of the treaties, of public
finances, but rather a democratic institution
with a fiscal capacity. I want to say this very
clearly, President Juncker; we do not want
a minister who will act like a policeman!
We want a ministry for growth and for jobs!
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We need to move on from the rhetoric of
the social ‘triple A’ – welcome to the social
Europe, Mr Weber; we are really happy with
it; tell your EPP colleagues to push these
issues and these dossiers in the committees
responsible for them, as we have been doing
for years; we need to have a Child Guarantee
for European young people! No child should be
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left without food, without education, without
a home; this is also true for unaccompanied
migrant minors. We need more courage on
investments, sustainability, the climate,
industrial policy, upon which the Parliament
has done some excellent work. Let us show
Trump that we can prevent disasters if Europe
takes on the role of leader in these battles.

And on immigration: thank you for the
recognition paid to Italy – I say this as
a European and not as an Italian – but
we need to do more, we need to carry out
a revision of the Dublin regulation. But beware:
the Socialists and Democrats will not vote
for any revision if the outrageous rule of the
country of first entry is not removed. Let that
be clear! We should have legal channels for
migrants, President Juncker. The blue card is
an old and reductive instrument that is now
redundant. We should have the courage to
open legal channels; we cannot merely close
the illegal routes. That is the right thing
to do but if you close the routes without
opening other legal channels, you will
not have resolved the problem. And then
we need a partnership with Africa, that
I would call the partnership of dignity. You
said: more money – where from? And to whom
should we give it? That is very important – to
whom should we give it? I would say: give it
to young entrepreneurs who are creating jobs
and wealth, and creating development in
Africa.

Let it be clear: the Socialists and Democrats
want to go further than CETA in the area
of the interests of citizens and consumers.
We have a blank page that we can write
together. You referred to innovation, to great
progress, to artificial intelligence. Often here
we end up having pointless discussions and
we don’t realise that the world is moving on,
that soon we will have artificial intelligence
that will decide on our behalf if we should go
into war or not, if we should use the nuclear
option or not. We need to keep up with
these major changes. We have an important
example, a reference point: the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development. Let us take this
example and work with the love that you have
in your heart, and we have in our socialist
hearts. Let us work together with persistence
and integrity! ■

Lastly: an appropriate budget, an effective and
strong cohesion policy, a budget with its own
resources. We are also thinking of a web tax,
just think about it, in addition to the financial
transaction tax. And, President Juncker, yes
to transparency in trade agreements but we
must, first and foremost, defend the interests
of citizens. We want to go further than CETA.
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AND
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2 July 2014

Debate on the Programme
of activities of the Italian
Presidency of the EU
Thank you, and my best wishes to you too,
Mr Tajani. President of the Council of
Ministers, Matteo Renzi, if I had to write
a tweet about your speech, I would write
“authoritative, ambitious, passionate, specific”.
You have met all of our positive expectations
and I must say that your positions are happily
in tune with the positions that the Group of
Socialists and Democrats have always held.
Because yes, over these years of severe
economic and social crises, we, the
Socialists and Democrats, have fought, and
will continue to do so, for a fairer Europe,
for a more democratic Europe, for a Europe
capable of guaranteeing everyone a decent
job and wage. A Europe that doesn’t leave
governments to fend for themselves when it
comes to managing migratory flows, a Europe
capable of making young people dream. And
you, today, have outlined that dream, that
better future that Europe owes its young
people and its citizens; citizens who said at
the last elections: “Europe must change or
it will die”.
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And we took a first step towards change
with the appointment of the President of the
European Commission, taking note of the
vote of the citizens: an important democratic
turning point. But there are two important
issues, among many others, that remain
outstanding and that are of priority: one is the
economy and the other is the migratory flows.
As regards the economy, we cannot ignore
the comatose state of European society. The
figures speak for themselves – unemployment
figures, marginalisation figures, figures on the
condition of the middle class that, today, is
crushed, weakened, impoverished. We must
come up with a response to this priority issue
as there is no freedom if you are not free from
need. And this is a very important issue that
we have made our priority. We do not want
to “wreck” the public coffers, Mr Weber: we
are not the scrapyard of public finances. But
neither can we accept the breaking up of
society, of humanity that we represent, of real
people, not numbers.

© European Union

We have to adjust the numbers but we also
have to adjust people’s lives. This means using
all of the flexibility set out in the pact. We do
not want to change, at least for the time being,
a point of balance: the pact was called
“growth and stability” but it has only been
stability and austerity, I would add, and
not growth. And so, we remain faithful to the
agreements entered into: don’t let others back
out and take on positions that will be, quite
frankly, unacceptable to us.
And on immigration: we need to put into
practice the word “solidarity”. This cannot
be a mere slogan, it has to be put into
practice. Solidarity towards those who ask
us to open our doors, solidarity towards the

governments and the countries that are
facing great migratory pressure. We owe this
to them. Europe was born as an expression of
solidarity but has since lost and forgotten the
real meaning of solidarity.
Prime Minister Renzi spoke very clearly
on the subject of the flexibility of the pact
and the need for growth, on the subject
of European management of migratory
flows. Prime Minister Renzi spoke of the
Mediterranean, this bloody sea, and reminded
us that the Mediterranean is not only the
sea of inter-religious clashes, of the floating
death traps: it is also the sea of a great and
ancient civilisation that founded democracy.
Yet, several years ago, it was allowed to be
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‘‘

Europe was born as an
expression of solidarity
but has since lost and
forgotten the real meaning
of solidarity.

‘‘

said: “But what would actually happen if Greece
left the Euro and the European Union? Hardly
anything”, forgetting that without Greece,
Europe would be like a child without a birth
certificate.
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So, Europe needs to recover its greatness and
politics needs to recover its greatness, it needs
to regain real leaders, not papier- mâché ones.
Real leaders like the President of the Italian
Council of Ministers. We will support the Italian
Semester because it will be a semester of true
change. Thank you, Prime Minister Renzi, for
everything that you will do for Europe. ■

2 July 2014

Debate on the conclusions
of the European Council
meeting
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this
is also the first time I am taking the floor
on behalf of the Group of Socialists and
Democrats in this plenary and so, before
addressing President van Rompuy and
President Barroso, I would like to extend
a warm greeting to all of you and, in particular,
to the presidents of the other political groups.
I hope to maintain a relationship of positive,
fair and fruitful cooperation with all of you.
I would like to reiterate our sincere and warm
congratulations to President Schulz. We will
work hand in hand with President Schulz
to promote and fortify the European project,
grow the confidence and participation of
citizens, strengthen the role and prestige
of this institution.
The most important, I would say even historic,
point to come out of this European Council,
President van Rompuy, was the decision to
propose Jean-Claude Juncker as President
of the Commission. This result is, first and
foremost, a victory for democracy, fruit of
a battle fought by the European Parliament.

With regard to this, it is with great pride
that I would like to highlight the crucial
role played by the Socialists and Democrats,
a role that gave impulse to this process. But
let us also give credit to the Council for having
been able to overcome the understandable
difficulties that underscore every step
forward in the democratic process; let us
acknowledge the fact that the temptation to
turn back, that would have prevented Europe
from achieving this historic result today, was
not succumbed to.
Mr President, this is but the kick-off. There
is everything left to play for and there may
be some surprises ahead. Now it is up to
Mr Juncker to convince us with his proposals,
his programme and the talent of the team that
he will choose to carry out this programme.
The recognition by the Council of the need to
make the stability pact and growth pact more
flexible is a breath of fresh air that should
have come sooner. We now ask that all the
possibilities offered by this flexibility are
presented with clarity and used fully.
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My group will not sign any blank cheques. We
ask for specific answers to specific proposals,
we ask for decisive action that will provide
a boost to employment, a plan for growth,
public and private investments targeted at the
major infrastructure and energy challenges.
I am also thinking here of Project Bonds, of
a better use of the European budget and of
increased funding. We call for action that will
be able to safeguard and improve the quality
of life of our citizens, for the strengthening
of measures for solidarity that will allow us
to reverse the alarming growth in poverty
and social inequality. I am thinking of
a guaranteed minimum wage at the European
level, I am also thinking of equal treatment for
cross-border workers.
We ask that the openness of the Council as
regards the strengthening of legal channels
for the entry of migrants takes on a more
concrete form. We ask that solidarity between
Member States becomes the foundation
of a new immigration and asylum policy
in which there is an equal distribution of
responsibilities. We ask that asylum be
guaranteed, in safety, for those who have the
right to it, using all instruments available
including an examination of requests from
third countries and the use of humanitarian
visas. The European Union should meet this
challenge and should think once again of the
Mediterranean, of this great, often bloody,
sea, that is our common European border,
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the site for intensive cooperation in support
of democracy, fundamental rights, security,
sustainable human mobility, economic and
social development.
Last but not least, the agreement with Ukraine,
Georgia, Moldova that represents a crucial step
forward. Our efforts to build and guarantee
lasting peace and stability in the area requires
us to consider our Eastern Partnership
programme and our relations with Russia from
a strategic perspective. This is the direction
we should be heading in. As the Socialists and
Democrats, we will most certainly play our
part. My best wishes to all of you. ■

17 December 2014

Debate on the preparations
for the European Council
Meeting
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, today,
the 17 December, we are celebrating an
anniversary. Four years ago, in 2010, a young
Tunisian, Mohamed Bouazizi, set himself on
fire. And it was this event that kickstarted the
Arab Spring. Bouazizi was 26 years old and
that same day had lost his job. With no job, it
is not just a source of revenue that is lost, but
also dignity, a reason for living. Because work
is a value that gives sense to our lives. Today,
in Europe, 100 people lose their job every hour.
An entire generation is being sacrificed. We
cannot pretend that nothing is happening,
and this is not cheap rhetoric: either we
react with force or we will be overwhelmed
by the desperation and rage of those who
have nothing left to lose, because they have
already lost their dignity.
Tomorrow’s European Council must speak
to this Europe that is suffering, and I say
this to Mr Della Vedova: “your comments
are heading in the right direction”. With the
investment plan, we are heading in the right
direction, President Juncker. We appreciate
the importance of this plan. We appreciate

the trend reversal. It is important to have
a European investment fund. Manfred, this
is the true priority. We shouldn’t think so
much about the figures, about the accounts. We
should think of the people who are suffering,
and in order for people to stop suffering, we
need investment, growth, sustainability and
work. Now, we must follow up on this plan.
Quickly, with clarity as regards the objectives.
The new fund should focus on the riskiest
investments and on certain sectors that
have been indicated by President Juncker.
The best response to Lima and to the fears
that we are being too timid as regards the
fight against climate change will lie in
the determination with which we finance
projects for the energy transition in Europe.
We need a more powerful plan with more
resources: and for this, we need the support of
the Member States. We need to push Member
States to inject new resources into the fund.
Mr Weber did well to call upon his country.
However, we will need to offset Member
States’ contributions to the fund’s capital
otherwise no Member States will contribute.
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We also need to reopen the discussion on the
offsetting of the Member States’ co-financing
of projects financed by the investment
fund. The communication on flexibility that
is currently being drawn up could be the
occasion to deal with the subject of incentives
to recognise Member States that make an
effort to support the plan’s investments. In
order to do all of this, the Commission needs
the support of this Parliament and we will not
abandon you, nor will we permit the European
Commission to be weakened as some outside
this house, and probably also inside this house,
would like to happen. But neither should you
abandon us. The Parliament must be fully
involved in the drawing up and the approval of
the new European strategic fund and must be
able to have its say on its governance.
The European Council needs to speak to this
suffering Europe, as I said at the beginning.
I am, however, seeing some less than positive
signs. It is not acceptable that, in its current
state, the work programme includes but
a few words dedicated to the fight against
tax evasion while resources to finance
investments that create jobs have not been
found. Hundreds of billions of euros are taken
from the coffers of the Member States. This is
a Europe that is tough with the weak and weak
with the strong. But this is a Europe that we do
not want. The opponents of Europe are not to
be found outside our borders but rather are the
companies that do not pay taxes, the white-
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collar workers who are complicit in tax evasion
and avoidance.
The European Council must address these
matters, Mr Della Vedova. The European
Commission has included the measures that
we had requested in its work programme,
and we thank Vice-President Timmermans,
President Juncker and Mr Moscovici for this.
I note that Mr Weber has become a fan of
Mr Moscovici. Better late than never. We
have always been, and always will be, fans of
Mr Moscovici and of any commissioner who
does right by Europe.
President Juncker has said that this is
a good start and a new start. But in order for
this to truly be a new start, we need to work
passionately, intensively, decisively and with
strength. ■

13 January 2015

Review of the Italian
Presidency of the EU
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, Prime
Minister Renzi, in this house on the 2 July
last year, in the inaugural speech of the Italian
Presidency, as you mentioned a few minutes
ago, you said that the major challenge was to
rediscover the spirit of the European Union.
We were in Paris on Sunday and the spirit of
Europe was there, with the millions of people
who were there.
To those who want to lock themselves away,
build walls, instil mistrust and fear, we
replied on Sunday by taking to the streets
and marching united. The attack on Paris
was not just an attack on freedom of thought

and freedom of expression; it was an attack
on European sovereignty – and European
sovereignty means that a people is free to
choose how to live and that nobody can impose
upon us a way of life that we do not want.
So, we must be careful not to fall into the
terrorism trap that wants to see our societies
transformed into fortresses under siege:
following 09/11, America chose to build more
prisons than colleges; let us not make the
same mistake in Europe! Europeans want to
live in an open society in which freedom and
security go hand in hand. Rediscovering the
spirit of Europe isn’t just a piece of rhetoric

‘‘

We must be careful not
to fall into the terrorism trap
that wants to see our societies
transformed into fortresses
under siege.

‘‘
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‘‘

To those who want to
lock themselves away, build
walls, instil mistrust and fear,
we replied on Sunday by
taking to the streets and
marching united.

‘‘

then; it means dealing with the real lives
of people again, with their worries and their
hopes; it means giving citizens a free and
dignified life, and the first freedom is freedom
from need. Absolute austerity has increased
unemployment, precarity and poverty.

irony: what is this flexibility that Mr Renzi
is speaking of? It was almost like a battle
from Don Quijote! Renzi as Don Quijote who
comes here and manages to elbow his way
in and do away with the inflexibility with
which the pact has been implemented.

The Italian Presidency has laid the
foundations to get Europe back on track.
In July, when you spoke about relaunching
investments, a lot of people smiled, Prime
Minister. This afternoon, as mentioned
by President Juncker and by yourself, the
Commission is going to approve the regulation
for the 300-billion-euro plan. The Commision
has a plan for growth, with its strengths and
weaknesses, and my group is committed to
getting those weaknesses changed. At the
beginning of the semester, you also spoke of
flexibility, and there too, there was a lot of

Today, the Commission will officially present
the communication on flexibility and I think
that it will contain some important elements
of which we should be proud. Thanks also
to the Italian Presidency, we managed to do
away with the idea of putting Member States
under the Commission, imposing sanctions
on those who refused to implement the
reforms decided upon by Brussels; what was
at risk of being a poor communication has
been transformed into an excellent starting
point.
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This is an important achievement, the golden
rule for investment seemed to be a dream,
a fantasy: the golden rule for investment has
been an historic battle for our group – cofinancing of European investments including

those set out in the Juncker plan will be offset
from the stability pact for those countries
that do not exceed the 3% deficit limit. Cofinancing of the Structural Funds, this also
seemed a fantasy, a dream, is now a reality!
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‘‘

The Commision has
a plan for growth, with its
strengths and weaknesses,
and my group is committed
to getting those weaknesses
changed.

‘‘

A revolutionary reality! Go out and speak
with citizens, with the regions, with private
actors, who cannot co-finance the European
funds. Yes, we want to achieve even more,
but these are important facts and results.
If I may give you one last quote, President
Schulz, from a story by Borges: a child asks
a wise man if he is able to touch the stars
and the wise man bends down and touches
the ground! And so, without fuss, with
courage but with realism, this Presidency
has started to change Europe. We should
move forward towards change with you,
Prime Minister Renzi! ■
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27 October 2015

Debate on the conclusions
of the European Council
meetings
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
President Juncker and President Tusk,
I cannot hide my concern at the growing
divisive and destructive forces in the
European Union. I am certainly not lining
up with the undertakers who are rushing
to announce the EU’s funeral, but the
combination of all the ‘antis’ alarms me and
alarms us: anti-globalisation, anti-Islam, antiIsrael, anti-Russia, anti-immigrants, antiwicked-stepmother Europe… all the ‘antis’
together.
These movements could be given a joint
slogan, to paraphrase the great Antonio
De Curtis (known by his stage name, Totò):
“I am against it no matter what”. But I think
that the best path we can take to combat the
destructive forces is to get things done.
Europe will have won when it manages to
move forward, as President Juncker did
last Sunday, with specific proposals for the
situation in the Balkan countries. Europe will
have won when it can show the readiness of
the European Parliament, as demonstrated
by President Schulz, to guarantee swift

decisions to tackle emergencies. But, above
all, Europe will have won and will prove itself
to be stronger than the virus of nationalism
and fear when it can give courageous and
convincing responses.
I call upon all pro-European forces in this
Parliament – whatever your political leaning.
Today we need to place our pro-Europeanism
at the heart of what we do because today
the struggle is between those who want
to destroy, piling up more rubble, and those
who want to build, giving fresh impetus and
lifeblood to the pro-European project.
We need to start to implement the points
listed by President Juncker: the mechanism
for the relocation of refugees together with
a system of hotspots to strengthen the
Union’s external borders; the upholding and
defence of Schengen; and the protection
of European citizens – but not through
nationalism and a return to national borders
which is not the solution but rather part of
the problem. We need better coordination
between Member States, particularly in the
Balkans, as agreed at the summit last Sunday.
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‘‘

Europe will have won
when it manages to move
forward, as President Juncker
did last Sunday, with specific
proposals for the situation in
the Balkan countries.

‘‘

It is not acceptable that the rights of refugees
are not being respected – as underlined by
President Juncker – and that they are treated
as an inhuman mass tossed from one border
to another.
The states that are most exposed to the crisis
should not be penalised financially. The
refugee crisis is an exceptional circumstance
under the Stability Pact: President Juncker
spoke of this and I would ask the Commission
to go ahead in the direction of ensuring the
expenses borne by Member States to manage
external borders are deducted from national
budget targets.
On Turkey, we cannot leave Ankara alone
to manage the effects of the Syrian crisis.
We need to move ahead swiftly with the
implementation of the action plan for Turkey.
It must, however, be clear that we will not
sign any blank cheques made out to the
Turkish government. Implementing the
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action plan with Turkey and moving ahead,
while respecting human rights, freedom
of information and minorities are not
incompatible.
And finally, as President Juncker said, we
are moving towards the Valletta summit.
For too long, an unspoken exchange has
governed relations between Europe and
Africa: Europe throws some financial
crumbs to African governments who, in
exchange, slow down the migratory flows.
This logic is dead. We need a real political
and cultural partnership, as well as an
economic one.
The European Union should invest in
the prospect of a rebirth of Africa. This
means supporting African democracy and
strengthening their institutions, fighting
corruption, investing in education and fairly
redistributing the fruits of growth.

‘‘

I call upon all proEuropean forces in this
Parliament – whatever your
political leaning. Today
we need to place our proEuropeanism at the heart
of what we do because today
the struggle is between
those who want to destroy,
piling up more rubble, and
those who want to build,
giving fresh impetus
and lifeblood to the
pro-European project.

‘‘

There is a lot to be done! All Member
States and all pro-Europeans need to make
a commitment to do more. We need to
commit to doing our part to resolve this crisis

before it is too late, and to quote a great Italian
poet – forgive me for this nationalist example
– as Dante said: “Here thy nobility shall be
manifest”. ■
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3 February 2016

Debate ahead of the
European Council meeting
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, today,
too, I want to reiterate our immense concern.
Unfortunately, a nasty wind is currently
blowing in Europe. The neo-Nazi raids in
Sweden and Germany of recent days, the
disgraceful invitation from political decisionmakers to shoot at refugees, even at children:
all of this shows that a virus has infected
Europe, the virus of fear. Jean-Claude Juncker
spoke of a psychodrama.
No country, no political party is immune
to this virus. Too many taboos have been
violated in the past months: Schengen, the
duty to provide humanitarian aid, respect
for human life. And so today, this Chamber
no longer has the duty to simply discuss
technical solutions to respond to the migrant
crisis. Solutions are already there, the
European Commission has already put them
on the table as it should. We already have
measures to strengthen the control of our
external borders, identification of hotspots,
redistribution across all European countries.
But this system does not work and it does not
work because it is blocked by selfishness, by
fear, by electoral calculations. So, the problem
is political and cultural. Selfishness, fear and
nationalistic calculations would never have
led to the construction of the European Union.
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So, if we want to give effective responses,
we must change the direction of the wind
and start afresh on the basis of values. It
is populist blackmail that is stopping too
many governments from taking on their
responsibilities. Instead of talking of issues
that, quite frankly, have very little to do
with this debate – the reference to Spain
and Portugal seems, frankly, to be a pretext
seeing as in Spain and Portugal the political
leadership is moving in the direction of
greater European integration, there is no
doubt here – let us concentrate instead on
the true dangers, let us not be led astray, let us
not confuse our aims, otherwise we will end
up divided and playing into the hands of the
others.
We have a duty to make it clear to our citizens
that we have a moral duty to welcome those
who are fleeing the barbarities of ISIS, and that
we will do everything we can to help those
arriving integrate, learn our language and
find a job, because this is the only response
that will work. And we must make it clear that
Schengen is the solution to this crisis and
not the problem. So, let’s see the European
Commission go ahead with its immigration
package and also with the revision of Dublin.

As regards the United Kingdom, Mr Tusk’s letter
will provide useful clarifications on the role of
the United Kingdom in the European Union.
Over the course of the negotiations, we can
ask for further clarifications on the subject of
the workers’ rights, a subject which is of great
concern to us. But it should be clear that our
commitment as the Socialists and Democrats
in the European Parliament is to see the United
Kingdom remain in the European Union. This
is essential for the European Union and, as
Jean-Claude Juncker said, is essential for
the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom is

weaker outside the European Union. It is in
the interest of British citizens, particularly the
United Kingdom’s weakest citizens, to remain
in the European Union. We need to know how
to speak clearly on the advantages and benefits
that British citizens enjoy with continued
membership of the European Union. Only if we
rediscover our values, the values that brought
us here as representatives of the largest
democratic forum of the European Union, will
we be able to find a solution to the crisis. This
is my appeal to you. ■
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4. BREXIT

28 June 2016

Debate following the
outcome of the referendum
in the United Kingdom
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, as
President Juncker said: Brexit won and
we have to accept this outcome. While
respecting the majority, foremost in my
thoughts however are the British people
who had the courage to choose Europe last
Thursday, and particularly the young British
citizens who chose the future. We are with
you, we are the Europe of Erasmus, we are the
Europe of culture, we are the Europe that has
financed the best research and innovation
projects in British universities, we are the
Europe of dialogue and inter-faith respect,
and we are the Europe of peace, which is the
fundamental value that young British people
and young people around the world carry in
their hearts. No referendum will be able to
break the historic and sentimental link that
binds the United Kingdom to this continent,
due to its history and calling. The United
Kingdom remains part of a Europe that is not
a treaty but is, above all, an ideal. And until
the United Kingdom has left the Union, this
institution is and remains the home of all
British citizens.
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History will judge those guilty of this disaster.
Firstly, the Conservative leaders and the
snake-oil peddlers who lied to the British
people. The proof was clear to see the day
after: they promised voters an exit from the
European Union but, in reality, what they
have left behind is a battlefield full of debris,
a constitutional crisis with Scotland, political
chaos with the rest of the country, a slump
in the pound and real damage to the real
economy. Now, after having destroyed their
country, there are those who would like to
destroy the European Union as well, paralysing
the existence of these institutions. I want
to say clearly: the European Union cannot
be held hostage by the British Conservative
party’s power games. And the pro-European
forces that sit in this Parliament will form a
common front to stop all of this, to change,
improve and save the European Union. The
British authorities must give official notice
of the United Kingdom’s wish to withdraw
as quickly as possible and the European
Commission must start negotiations after the
withdrawal notice has been received.

But I would like to invite you to reflect more
deeply on something, ladies and gentlemen.
The result of the referendum is not only the
fruit of Cameron’s game of Russian roulette,
but it is also the result of more profound
forces. Globalisation has created winners,
but also losers and inequality, and we have
been too weak in defending the losers and
in supporting their causes. We thought that
the market could solve everything, it would
create a wonderful and progressive future and
we stopped looking to the public authorities
to create wealth and to fairly redistribute
wealth. The dominance of the financial sector
has eclipsed democracy, politics and the
institutions. We, as European institutions,
started to work on the Banking Union but a lot
more needs to be done to reassert the power
of democracy over the often hidden and
underhand powers of the financial castes.

also means looking again at the stability pact,
flexibility – Juncker mentioned it. We need
to move forward, President Juncker! We, the
Socialists and Democrats, demand we go
further because we need to promote public
and private investments.

We have a split continent. And we have
hatred and desperation that are in danger
of swamping everything. Europe needs to
give answers to these questions. And the
first answer – Jean-Claude Juncker spoke
of this – is respect for justice. And when
I speak of justice, I am speaking of people,
of human beings, social justice, the social
triple A, an ambitious reform of the Posted
Workers Directive, the social pillar, the fight
against social and fiscal dumping, the fight
against the overheating of the planet. If we
don’t go down this road, we will be leaving the
field open to a war between the poor. Justice

And then we have the major subject of
democracy. Today, every citizen must
count. We propose that the President of
the European Commission, the leader of
the European Union, the Mayor of Europe,
should be directly elected at the next
European elections. Citizens should find the
name of the candidate to the premiership of
Europe together with the national party and
the European party on their voting card. This
would mean creating a true European political
space. We should have the courage to do these
things. We have been elected by citizens who
believe in Europe, and we should fight with all

We need a more ambitious investment plan
and today I can state clearly that our group
will oppose the translation of the European
Union laws in the fiscal compact – it actually
needs to be extensively amended. Fiscal
justice – I didn’t vote in favour of the fiscal
compact! Learn how the institutions work.
The European Parliament didn’t vote in favour
of the fiscal compact. Go and check your facts
before talking! – and the relentless fight against
tax havens, the fight against fraud and tax
evasion, and implementing the measures
approved by the TAXE Committee.
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the strength we have, with our emotions, with
all of our passion, to ensure we don’t betray
the citizens who selected us and who have
supported us.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I’d just
like to say one thing to Mr Farage. I can’t
whistle but even if I could, I would never do
so at colleagues or anyone else, but there is
one thing I have to say to you: you have not
done right by your country and history will
prove this. Unfortunately, history will prove
this! This isn’t a moment of controversy, of
manipulation, it is an important historic step.
There needs to be clarity. Some people wanted
Brexit, now they’ve got Brexit? So now I don’t
understand why people are playing for time.
Democracy requires the result be recognised
and notice given; once again, can we allow
ourselves to be influenced by the British
C o n s e r v a t i v e p a r t y ’s i n t e r n a l g a m e s ?
Notification can’t be given because they need
to wait for the Tory party conference? That
is absurd, unbelievable, the 52% of British
citizens who voted for Brexit should stand up
against this.
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It is now clear; there are some people who
want to take advantage of this result to cause
destruction. We are on the opposite side and
we are in good company. We are in the company
of the Christian-Democrats, the Liberals, the
Greens. All those who want to change and
save Europe.
We have set out the things that need to be done
immediately and we ask the European Council
to take our requests into account. But let us also
look to the future, and in the short and medium
term, let us come up with an agreement open
to citizens. Because it is by working with the
citizens, and not with the Brussels elite, that
we will be able to define the guidelines for
a stronger process of political integration that
will provide for the appointment of a Minister
for the Treasury and European Finances,
a more appropriate budget, common defence
and security policies, a common policy for
the fight against terrorism, a European FBI
and common immigration policies. We are
very clear on our ideas! We want to do these
things, soon and in the medium term, and
we want to be united in doing these things,
overcoming the issues that still separate us.
But for the time being, we need to make space
for a common effort to save Europe. This is
our position and we will carry it forward with
great determination. ■

5 April 2017

Debate on negotiations
with the United Kingdom
following its notification
that it intends to withdraw
from the European Union
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
thoughts of the Socialists and Democrats go
out to the victims of the chemical attack in
Syria. Mercy on the victims. Twenty children
died. It’s a disgrace! A disgrace on the
instigators, a disgrace on the political leaders
and also on those who, washing their hands
of the situation, have given the impression of
giving free reign to the Syrian regime.
When faced with a real war, we realise how
irresponsible certain politicians are. There’s
no need to laugh! Two days ago, as Mr Weber
recalled, a British former Conservative leader
alluded to the risk of a war between the United

‘‘

Any future agreement
with the United Kingdom
will be conditional upon the
respect for all of the Union’s
social, environmental and
fiscal standards.

Kingdom and Spain. These are the words
of amateurs clutching at straws. I hope that
English citizens understand in whose hands
they have ended up. The Tories wanted the
referendum and the day after the vote, they
didn’t even know the procedure for asking
for the divorce. The integrity of the United
Kingdom is at risk. You wanted to take back
control, but control of what? You promised
a better future. Your lies have done nothing
but create chaos in the United Kingdom. We
will not lie.
This institution is the first to respond. And I
would like to thank Mr Verhofstadt and those
who worked hardest on this resolution. We
are prepared to use our power of veto if the
conditions laid down in the resolution are not
respected. Our priority lies in protecting the
acquired rights of those European citizens
who are now threatened by Brexit.
We would also like to speak some truths.
Firstly: a country outside the European
Union will never benefit from the same
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‘‘

‘‘

A country outside the
European Union will never
benefit from the same
conditions as when it was
a member.

‘‘

The second truth: any future agreement
with the United Kingdom will be conditional
upon the respect for all of the Union’s social,
environmental and fiscal standards. We will
never tolerate the creation of a grand tax
haven at the gates to the European Union.
There will be no favourable treatment offered
to the City and we will not accept any race to
the bottom as regards workers’ rights.
The third truth: today, peace in Northern
Ireland – and this should worry you! – is
more fragile, and we need to preserve that
peace. And all the financial commitments
undertaken, just like when any family leaves
one house and moves to another, you need to
pay the electricity, gas, energy bills. And this
concerns everybody; this is not unfavourable
treatment towards anyone.
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And finally, Brexit has shown us that the
European Union cannot be merely the sum of
national interests united by a single market.
We are, above all, a community of values, the
most important of those being solidarity. Let
Brexit be the opportunity to become even
more united around our common destiny.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, not
all British people hate the European Union
like Mr Farage does. Let me remind you
that 48% of British citizens voted to remain
in the European Union, and I would like to
remember with great affection and feeling
Jo Cox, the British Member of Parliament
murdered during the referendum campaign.

‘‘

We will return to sender
any kind of blackmail
received. If anyone from the
United Kingdom wants to use
common security policy as
a weapon of blackmail, they
are mistaken!

‘‘

conditions as when it was a member. We need
to discuss the divorce conditions. Only when
substantial progress has been made will we
discuss the future relationship. Furthermore,
we will return to sender any kind of blackmail
received. If anyone from the United Kingdom
wants to use common security policy as
a weapon of blackmail, they are mistaken!

Therefore, no parallel negotiations: while you
remain part of the European Union, you will
not be able to negotiate with the WTO. We
respond to the chaos of Brexit with the unity
evoked by Mr Juncker and Mr Barnier, with
the unity that is the quiet strength of our
institution. ■

‘‘

Brexit has shown us that
the European Union cannot
be merely the sum of national
interests united by a single
market. We are, above all,
a community of values, the
most important of those
being solidarity.
Let Brexit be the opportunity
to become even more
united around our common
destiny.

‘‘

No one has ever obliged the United Kingdom
to do anything. I have heard unbelievable
words: threats, punishment, mafia. You
decided to join the European Union freely
and you have now freely decided to leave
the European Union. No revenge, but you
cannot impose your chaos on us.
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5. RULE OF LAW
(POLAND,
HUNGARY)
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19 May 2015

Debate on the situation
in Hungary

Our discussion, and this should be clear,
does not arise from prejudice against Prime
Minister Orbán, nor from dislike, nor from
the fact that Prime Minister Orbán belongs
to a different political family to the one
to which I belong. Nor does it stem from
a party calculation or from a wish to lecture.
The point is that Prime Minister Orbán, by
making these statements, has breached the
limits of decency and the seriousness of his
statements cannot be underestimated.

‘‘

In Hungary, what is
really at stake, in our
opinion, is not an attack
on the classic form of
democracy as we know it,
but rather the emptying
of democracy through its
trivialisation.

‘‘
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‘‘

What most concerns me
is not only the seriousness
of the statements, but the
gloomy climate that these
statements create. Now we
hear about the death threats
sent to a homosexual activist
in Budapest – to whom I can
only express my and our
solidarity.

‘‘

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
national consultation on immigration and
terrorism (as if these two phenomena were
linked), the call for the death penalty as
a deterrent, the provocations on the merits of
a so-called illiberal democracy, are some of the
points that Mr Timmermans rightly recalled.
I shall stop here as this is just one part of
Prime Minister Orbán’s recent statements.

What I would say to Mr Weber is that the
problems will not disappear by offloading
the responsibility onto others of a different
political colour. I repeat: I am not talking about
these things because Orbán belongs to the
family of the European People’s Party – for
whom I have great respect and with whom
I work in close cooperation. I am talking about
these things because they are detrimental
to the whole of the values and ideals upon
which the European Union is founded and
on this point we will not compromise and we
will monitor the situation.
In Hungary, what is really at stake, in our
opinion, is not an attack on the classic form
of democracy as we know it, but rather
the emptying of democracy through its

What most concerns me is not only the
seriousness of the statements, but the
gloomy climate that these statements create.
Now we hear about the death threats sent to
a homosexual activist in Budapest – to whom
I can only express my and our solidarity.
But this also reveals something else. I
think that these provocations are weapons
of mass distraction, in other words, with
these provocations you are attempting to divert
Hungarian citizens’ attention from the real
problems facing Hungary – very serious and
far-reaching economic and social problems.
In conclusion: I have great sympathy and
affection for the Hungarian people; as an
Italian, I remember the years during which a
Prime Minister undermined the credibility and
prestige of our country and you should avoid
doing the same, Mr Orbán. Hungary is a great
country and deserves better; it must not be
transformed into a stage upon which anything

‘‘

Hungary is a great
country and deserves better;
it must not be transformed
into a stage upon which
anything and everything is
allowed, upon which the
values of our way of living
together in harmony become
a game for a few votes. And if
you don’t respect the values
of the European Union, then
at least respect the dignity of
your people.

‘‘

trivialisation. An empty democracy, in which
everything is said to be denied; in which
words, even the most important words, like
democracy and freedom, are abused and
transformed into empty slogans, void of all
meaning, a kind of state of confusion in which
democracy becomes a poor-quality show,
a game played in the mud that legitimises the
return of more extreme forces like fascists
and Nazis – and this is what we should all
be concerned about!

and everything is allowed, upon which the
values of our way of living together in
harmony become a game for a few votes. And
if you don’t respect the values of the European
Union, then at least respect the dignity of your
people.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, Prime
Minister Orbán, do not let it be said that we
have spoken ill of the Hungarian people or of
Hungary because that is quite simply not true.
The debate is recorded.
We do not want to tell a government what
it should do. We do not want to impose
anything upon anyone, except respect for the
fundamental values upon which the European
Union is built. We do not suffer from ‘Orbánitis’,
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a type of allergic reaction to you, we have
nothing personal against you whatsoever.
We want to discuss immigration at the level
of the political struggle; that is a political
subject, it does not concern democracy. What
is of concern to democracy and to membership
of the European Union is the death penalty
and the idea of an illiberal democracy. On
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this point you are free, let that be clear, to
say whatever you like, but you must also
tell your compatriots that this will open the
doors to an outcome that we want to avoid
– that of Hungary’s exit from the European
Union. This is something we want to avoid;
you, however, will lead Hungary out of the
European Union if you continue in this
manner. ■

19 January 2016

Debate on the situation
in Poland, following
a speech by Beata Szydło,
Prime Minister of Poland
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen: the
Socialists and Democrats, without a shadow
of a doubt, stand shoulder to shoulder with
the thousands of Poles who have taken to the
streets in the past weeks to defend the rule of
law and democracy. Madam Prime Minister,
we appreciate the tone of your statement.
We do not want to put your country on trial,
nor try to overturn a democratically won
election result in your country. You enjoy all
of the rights and duties to govern, with full
independence of choice, but always while
upholding the respect for values, principles
and European law.
Poland is one of the pillars of the Union
by virtue of its history and vocation,
particularly in the fight against 21st-century

Accordingly, we consider the decision of the
European Commission to be right and timely
and would like to thank Vice-President
Timmermans in particular.
The European Union is not a marriage of
convenience and neither is it a scapegoat. The
Union is, above all, a community of values,
of freedom and of democracy. Europe needs
a free and strong Poland: reflect, Madam
Prime Minister, on the measures you
have adopted in a spirit of dialogue and of
discussion, as Vice-President Timmermans
said just a moment ago. Poland is a great
country, we will not abandon it; please do
not take it down a path that does not befit its
history and traditions! ■

totalitarianism. The Polish people are
an example to all of us. The measures
adopted by your government, Madam Prime
Minister, negate this history of freedom. An
independent constitutional court and free
media are prerequisites for the rule of law.
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26 April 2017

Debate on the Situation
in Hungary
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would
like, first of all, to thank Frans Timmermans
for the clear and firm words and for the
willingness he has expressed on behalf
of and in representation of the European
Commission. Let’s see the European
Commission take this right down the line,
without excluding any instrument and, if the
conditions are there, including the instrument
provided for in article 7 of the treaty.

‘‘

Prime Minister Orbán, you lie knowing full
well that you are lying, because you know
perfectly well that the European Parliament
is not defending the interests of a major
American financier but rather the legitimate
expectations of young Hungarian students
who do not want to be deprived of a great,
beautiful and excellent university. We are
not only defending the Central European
University, but rather all universities. We

We do not want
universities closed, we do not
want to bankrupt NGOs, we
do not want to close down
the media, we do not want
to refuse entry to refugees!
Take a good look at yourself
Mr Orbán, and tell your people
the truth!

‘‘
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‘‘

Prime Minister Orbán,
you lie knowing full well that
you are lying, because you
know perfectly well that the
European Parliament is not
defending the interests of
a major American financier
but rather the legitimate
expectations of young
Hungarian students who do
not want to be deprived of
a great, beautiful and
excellent university.

‘‘

are defending science, research, schools,
culture, everything that is the cornerstone of
democracy.
And it is not just the issue of the university.
We have no issue with you or with others who
sit elsewhere on the political spectrum from
us. We are used to dialogue and we are used to

respecting our opposites who we would never
consider to be enemies. But we won’t have
the wool pulled over our eyes. We cannot fail
to see what is happening as regards media
pluralism in Hungary. We cannot fail to see
what is happening with the compliance
plan for non-governmental organisations.
We cannot fail to see, Prime Minister Orbán,
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that you refused to implement a refugee
relocation plan, not for a million as called for
by George Soros, we are not interested in what
Soros requests! We are interested in what the
European Commission, the European Council
and the European Parliament called for: 1000,
1100 refugees or more!
What was your motivation for denying people
fleeing from war, terrorism and violence the
possibility of entering Hungary? As if Hungary

were a state outside the European Union. It
is only right that Hungary is in the EU and
we are very happy that it is because we love
the Hungarian people. It is only right that
a family shares both benefits and burdens and
the responsibilities of being together.
Then there is also a political issue and here
I turn to Mr Weber who has reconfirmed the
relationship between Prime Minister Orbán
and the People’s Party. I have heard positive

‘‘

But I have to ask
myself, and Mr Weber,
if it is still possible to
contemplate Orbán
remaining in the family
that was the family of De
Gasperi, of Kohl, figures who
built European democracy,
who always defended
freedom, democracy and
pluralism.

‘‘
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noises from EPP colleagues who are attentive
to issues of democracy and freedom. But I
have to ask myself, and Mr Weber, if it is still
possible to contemplate Orbán remaining
in the family that was the family of De
Gasperi, of Kohl, figures who built European
democracy, who always defended freedom,
democracy and pluralism. I think that
the Christian-Democratic family needs to
disassociate itself from Prime Minister Orbán
now, immediately.

Finally, Prime Minister Orbán, don’t go off and
play your little game of going back to Budapest
and saying that everything is our fault, that we
are the bad guys imposing certain decisions,
that we are the bad guys that impose upon
you. We do not want universities closed, we
do not want to bankrupt NGOs, we do not
want to close down the media, we do not want
to refuse entry to refugees! Take a good look
at yourself Mr Orbán, and tell your people the
truth! ■
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2 March 2017

Condemnation of the
misogynist statements
from right-wing MEP
Janusz Korwin-Mikke
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, thirty
seconds: I would like to ask you – and
through you, President Tajani – to publicly
express your personal and institutional
condemnation as regards the statements
made yesterday by Mr Korwin-Mikke.
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We cannot allow such shameful statements
that go against fundamental principles, such
as gender equality, upon which the European
Union is founded, to be tolerated by the Home
of Europeans. Such statements cannot be
allowed to go unpunished and therefore we
call upon President Tajani to take action.
On behalf of the European Socialists and
Democrats, I would like to express our firmest
condemnation and to reiterate our support
for equality between men and women, and
against any type of gender discrimination.
We want to make it very clear that we will
never take a step backwards in the defence
of rights and of equality. ■
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6. MIGRATION
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13 January 2015

Debate on the European
agenda on migration
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen,
both the communication from the Latvian
presidency – that I also welcome – as well
as the strong statement from Commissioner
Avramopoulos, paints a dramatic picture that
we unfortunately see repeating itself. We
have reached a point of no return, colleagues!
Europe is facing one of the biggest challenges
of recent times and while people demonstrate
and vigorously defend the right to freedom
of expression in Paris, in European seas, an
unprecedented number of men and women
fleeing wars and poverty risk their lives in
a desperate attempt to reach European shores.
These people need our help because every
human life counts! Because human rights are
indivisible and inviolable rights and must
be protected and supported effectively.
If we don’t want to be hypocritical, there
is only one way to do this: we must work
together to build a common European
policy on immigration. To avoid being
hypocritical, we need the command centre
for decision-making to be Brussels, the
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European Commission, and not the capital
cities of the individual national states. If
we don’t resolve this political issue, we will
be washing our hands of it, wiping clean
our consciences, or making a couple of
instrumental or demagogical speeches but
not resolving the issue. The problem is that
it is Brussels, it is the European government,
that should manage the flows, that should
maintain relations with third countries, that
should distinguish between legal and illegal
immigration, that should, in other words,
have the capacity to safeguard the rights of
these citizens to integrate.
This is a major challenge, Commissioner, that
we have not yet faced up to in this legislature.
My message to you and to the representative
of the European Council is that if we want
to be truly worthy of the trust and respect of
the citizens, we need to take this important
step forward, otherwise we will fall short and,
you know, the world is a global world and
globalisation exposes new forms of poverty,
poverty that is a hotbed of war, death, terror,
disease, from which people flee and it is

pointless to say let’s close the borders, because
closing the borders does nothing. Those who
are fleeing from death, from disease, from
terror, will continue fleeing forever!

only one road to take: govern together, govern
this phenomenon at the European level, let
us welcome and rise to the challenge and
prove ourselves worthy of representing our
people. ■

The world will never be a series of shutters or
closed halls; the world is inter-global, there is
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20 May 2015

Debate following recent
human smuggling incidents
in the Mediterranean
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I think that we can say quite clearly that
the migration package presented by the
European Commission is a turning point
for this legislature and I would like to give
recognition to the Commission and in
particular President Juncker, Vice-President
Timmermans, Commissioner Avramopoulos
and High Representative Federica Mogherini,
for having acted with courage.
If this strategy had to be summarised in
one word, I would use the word ‘solidarity’:
solidarity with the men and women who
are crossing the Mediterranean, solidarity
with the people and the Member States most
exposed to the migration phenomenon.
The Commission’s strategy contains all the
responses to the challenge of migration. The
setting up of a system of quotas for asylum
seekers will soon guarantee a more united
and responsible management of the flows,
the strengthening of Poseidon and of Triton
will help to avoid new tragedies at sea, the
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mobilisation of the European Union together
with the United Nations will aim at defeating
human traffickers and smugglers.
I want to be clear on this point: for us as the
Socialists and Democrats, what is at stake
here is not a military intervention in Libya.
The aim of our actions should be to destroy
the traffickers’ industry and in order to do
this we will need all possible instruments
available to us. No pity, no timidity with the
merchants of death who profit from migrants.
The text that has been tabled also offers
a long-term vision, constructed around three
pillars. Firstly, the common asylum system
needs to be strengthened, reforming the
Dublin Regulation. The second pillar is the
creation of a shared border-management
system that will control our frontiers, without
falling into the trap of believing that they can
and should be hermetically sealed. There is
in fact no direct link between terrorism and
immigration. And finally, a European policy
for legal immigration.

These are the steps ahead of us. A path is
beginning, finally a holistic, shared path.
And I would like to conclude with a call
to the member states. I am addressing all
the heads of government, particularly the
most reluctant among you: do not throw

this opportunity away, do not bow to the
blackmail of those who sow fear. Europe is
often reprimanded for talking, talking, talking
and not acting. With these measures, we will
finally prove that Europe can work. Let us not
waste this opportunity. ■
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11 April 2016

Intervention to highlight the
plight of refugees attacked
by the police forces of the
Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia at the Greek
border on 10 April
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this is
not a point of order. I just wanted to express
a feeling: the Socialists and Democrats
Group are scandalised by the treatment of
refugees in Idomeni in the last few hours. It is
unacceptable and criminal to shoot at people
seeking international protection. I would like
to recall that the Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia is a candidate country for
accession to the European Union.
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I ask you, Mr President, to make a firm and
decisive appeal to the authorities in the
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia to
put an end to this approach, and I turn also
to Frontex to guarantee the safety of refugees.
I have just been told right now that Austria
has begun the construction of a preventive
barrier at the Brenner pass; this very much
reminds me of Bush’s preventive war,
a disaster. ■

28 April 2016

Debate on the EU-Turkey
agreement concerning
migration
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this
agreement was necessary for the reasons
set out by Vice-President Timmermans:
necessary to break up the immoral trafficking
market, necessary to secure the Balkan
route, necessary to avoid a humanitarian
disaster in Greece. And it is an agreement
that is working. We could only have managed
without this agreement if all the countries in
the European Union had accepted the famous
relocation strategy under the scheme set out
by the Commission and supported by us.
Now, however, we need to monitor and
closely supervise the implementation of
this agreement to ensure it is applied with
full respect for human rights and for the
international protection due to all asylum
seekers, not just Syrians. And it is essential
to guarantee relocation and resettlement,
because this agreement will not work without
relocation and resettlement.
I would like to say a few clear words on Turkey.
Turkey for us is an important partner and it
is only right we talk with them. But there can
be no bartering as regards respect for human

rights, respect for pluralism of information,
respect for minorities. That is the case for
visas too. We have no prior bias here but we
cannot accept any trade-off – and certainly
no blackmail. Is that clear?
The representative from the Council has
already said that the agreement with
Turkey is not enough: we need to secure
the Mediterranean route as well. There is
a proposal from the Italian government on this
point; consider it and approve it, because it is
a proposal that will finally deal intelligently
with the issue of investment in Africa.
Two further points. On the reform of the
Dublin rules, Frans Timmermans, you know
exactly what I want to say, I have said it
time and again in this Chamber. We will not
settle for a mini-proposal, for an insignificant
cosmetic change. Finally, I would like to
make a heartfelt, passionate appeal to the
Austrian authorities not to close the Brenner
pass; do not commit such a serious violation
of European rules and do not deliver such
a grave blow to the coexistence of our
European family. ■
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26 October 2016

Debate on EU policies and
actions to protect children
in the context of migration
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Osarugue is a 16-year-old girl who left her
family behind in Nigeria to go in search of
a better life in Europe. A Nigerian smuggler
organised her journey to Europe and made her
carry out forced labour to earn the money to
pay for the journey. For many weeks, this girl,
working in Libya to earn the agreed amount
of money, was sexually abused and exploited
until she was finally able to board the boat
for the island of Lampedusa. Without water
for hours and hours, unable to move, she and
many other young people were crammed into
the dark hold at the bottom of the boat. It was
more than 12 hours before they were saved
by the Italian Coast Guard.
Colleagues, the story of this girl is not an
isolated case. Unfortunately, it is the story
of approximately 50 million children who
have crossed the world’s borders. Of these,
more than half are children fleeing violence
and insecurity. These children are refugees,
displaced persons or internal migrants, but
it doesn’t matter where they come from, or
who they are! They are, first and foremost,
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children! We, the Socialists and Democrats,
have p re s e n t e d a f or ma l re qu e s t f or
assistance to the European Commission to
ensure that unaccompanied minors, victims
of the migration crisis, are adequately
protected. And I am expecting a positive
response from the Commissioner, who I have
a lot of respect for.
Based on the existing action plan for the
protection of unaccompanied minors, we
call for an approach that will include specific
measures for all children and not only
those seeking asylum; an approach based
on the principle of non-discrimination,
as established by the United Nations
Convention. Much more needs to be done,
particularly to protect and give priority to
children in resettlement camps, as well as
banning the arbitrary detention of children.
I would like to finish with a phrase from
a man who is close to all of our hearts, Nelson
Mandela, who said: “there can be no keener
revelation of a society’s soul than the way
in which it treats its children”. ■
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7. TAX EVASION
AND THE
PANAMA PAPERS
COMMITTEE
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12 November 2014

Debate on the statement
by the President of the
Commission on tax evasion
and tax avoidance
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, President
Juncker, first of all, thank you for being here at
Parliament. Your presence is an act of sensitivity
and of responsibility and we, the Socialists
and Democrats, sincerely appreciate it.
I must say straight off that the first feeling
I have when reading about the tricks used by
multinationals to pay fewer taxes is one of
indignation, even when you’ve heard about
these things before. Indignation at these
companies that make profits worth billions
and don’t pay taxes in the countries where
the profits were made. Indignation at the
Member States that enter into confidential
negotiations with multinationals, making
themselves accomplices to the attempts.
This is, as underlined by President Juncker,
a phenomenon that affects not just a few
Member States. This is a European and global
phenomenon. And it is shameful that while
some Member States – do we need to remind
ourselves of Greece? – are subjected to drastic
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measures in the name of austerity, elsewhere
in Europe, multinational companies evade
billions of euros from public coffers by
not paying taxes. And the worst thing, the
most shameful thing of all, and once again
President Juncker highlighted this with great
honesty, is that these multinationals almost
always avoid taxes without breaking any law
or any European regulation.
We must no longer permit this! If there is one
thing that should unite this House, it is the
unwavering and strong will to change the rules
so as to no longer allow this phenomenon,
because we will need to change the rules in
order to eradicate this phenomenon. Many of
the companies accused of tax avoidance are
the same ones that then line up to receive
financing and support from Member States.
The philosophy is one of drawing upon the
State when it suits, while privatising profits.
This is the logic of a form of greedy capitalism
that is far removed from the thousands of
small and medium enterprises that every day

are measured against the market, without
trickery, and that constitute the real marrow,
the backbone and the salvation of the
European economy.
But denouncing it is not enough; we need to
make proposals. President Juncker, during the
inauguration of the European Commission,
when he already had our trust, took on the
commitments that he has reiterated this
afternoon. As the Group of Socialists and
Democrats, we call for a precise timeline for
the implementation of these commitments
and we would like to add some proposals
of our own. Tax harmonisation is positive,
but there needs to be a bigger push towards
Europe’s political, social and economic
integration. So, we would like to propose three
measures to the Commission from the report

written by our former colleague, Mojca Kleva
Kekuš, approved by a large majority of this
Parliament.
First proposal: the Commission could and
should adopt a clear and broad definition of
what a tax haven is, taking into account other
dubious practices such as tax rulings.
Second proposal: those who try to outsmart
the system should be made to pay. The
competent authorities should suspend or
revoke the banking licences of the financial
institutions that help to organise fraud. At the
same time, companies that carry out these
practices should be excluded from European
funds because it is not acceptable to try to
hide from the tax authorities and then come
asking for money.

‘‘

The feeling I have when
reading about the tricks
used by multinationals to
pay fewer taxes is one of
indignation, even when you’ve
heard about these things
before.

‘‘
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‘‘

This is a European and
global phenomenon. And
it is shameful that while
some Member States – do
we need to remind ourselves
of Greece? – are subjected
to drastic measures in the
name of austerity, elsewhere
in Europe, multinational
companies evade billions
of euros from public coffers
by not paying taxes.

‘‘

Third proposal: we want the financial
information contained in the financial
statements of multinational companies to be
reported country by country. It is only correct
that citizens know where multinationals
make their profits because it is in that
country that they should pay their taxes. Let
me repeat that: taxes should be paid in the
country where profits are made.
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When it comes to these commitments, we
will follow hot on the heels of the Juncker
Commission, we will support them along
this path. Member States are essential, but
let the Commission make its proposals. The
Parliament will help the Commission to beat
those Member States and to show the European
public that the responsibility for the reform
process not advancing lies with the Member

States and not the Parliament or the European
Commission. Let us move forward like this
on this path. We will not allow the recently
elected European Commission and President
Juncker to be weakened. That would be a gift
to Euroscepticism, to Europhobia. That would
be a gift to inaction because our citizens expect
responses and we can only give responses
with a strong and authoritative Commission
and with a President legitimised by the strong
will to improve and reform this sector. ■
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12 April 2016

Debate on the measures
against tax evasion and
money laundering in light
of recent Panama Papers
revelations
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, billions
of euros taken from public coffers, money
that is often laundered, the fruit of illicit
trafficking activities, a cover for the mafia.
That is what this is about. And this is the
ugliest face of financial capitalism, corrupted
and infected by criminal organisations.

Moscovici mentioned. This was a central
point of the governance agreement, one
of the reasons the Socialists voted for the
Juncker Commission, and I am pleased to see
the determination and tenacity behind the
activities of the Juncker Commission and of
Commissioner Moscovici.

For this reason, and on behalf of the Socialists
and Democrats, I say “zero tolerance” for tax
evaders, “zero tolerance” for tax havens, and
it is for this reason that we want to see the
creation of a commission of inquiry here in
the European Parliament, to ensure that all
measures are implemented to wipe out tax
evasion. There must be no timidity on the
issue.

However, I would ask you to go further; to
have more courage on country-by-country
reporting, it needs to be extended to all
countries around the world. We cannot limit
ourselves; there is a positive effort that we
are satisfied with, but we need to go further,
we need to have more courage when faced
with such an evil cancer, when faced with the
danger of such an evil cancer!

We also want to see an international
conference; a global forum to deal with the
fight against tax evasion, and then we also
have the measures that Commissioner

We would also ask the European Commission
for a commitment to introduce a statute for
whistleblowers. The report on trade secrets is
a first step in this direction, but we want to see
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a clear political commitment on this point.
We need harmonisation of the tax base for
corporate taxation. We want a black list of tax
havens and sanctions for those companies

that help with tax evasion. Wiping out tax
evasion should be the priority for this term of
the European Commission and Parliament. ■
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8. ECONOMIC
CRISIS IN GREECE

99

20 May 2015

Debate on the situation
in Greece
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would
like to start off by saying the following: for us,
the Socialists and Democrats, Europe does
not exist without Greece.
Greece is a fundamental part of Europe
and of the eurozone. Without Greece in the
eurozone, Europe would no longer be itself.
For this reason, we are against and we oppose
the extremists and the political spectators
who are putting Greece and Europe at risk.
I could cite the improvident declarations
made by Mr Varoufakis or the extremist

positions of Mr Schäuble. I could respond to
some of the statements made by Mr Weber.
But instead I prefer to stress the sobriety, the
seriousness and the constructiveness shown
by President Juncker who has been working
to find a positive solution over recent months.
Today is not the moment for excuses, for
friends of friends… The twists and turns we
are experiencing are too serious for this, and
the situation is too serious to transform this
Chamber into a cheering squad. Now is not
the moment to divide this Chamber! Now

‘‘

Greece is a fundamental
part of Europe and of the
eurozone. Without Greece in
the eurozone, Europe would
no longer be itself.

‘‘
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is not the moment to divide the European
institutions! Now is the moment to unite
them! Because it is not the fortune of
a political party that is being played out, but
the fortune of Europe – Europe that includes
Greece. I agree with Mr Weber on one point.
President Tusk, you made a good speech
today. But it is not acceptable for the President
of the most important European institution,
the Parliament, not to be invited to the Euro
summits. So, I am formally calling upon you
to invite President Schulz to your meetings.
President Tsipras, you are not a member of
my party but at this moment I feel European
and as a European I can say that, for the
good of Europe, the Socialists and Democrats

‘‘

‘‘

Now is not the moment
to divide this Chamber!
Now is not the moment
to divide the European
institutions! Now is the
moment to unite them!

will never accept a Grexit. Never! Hope
has re-emerged in the last few hours. I see
a constructive attitude from everybody. The
attitude shown by the Heads of State and
Government yesterday was positive. The
pooling of all Greek political forces to find
a possible solution was positive. I think that
the conditions to find an agreement this week
are present. The understanding is already
there.
Your government needs to make a clear
commitment to carry out reforms. Support
for development and employment, reform of
the public administration, the fight against
corruption and tax avoidance, liberalisation:
these are not measures that an unkind Europe
wants to see imposed but rather are measures
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‘‘

The Socialists and
Democrats will never
accept a Grexit.
Never!

‘‘

that Greek citizens need! And I think it is also
appropriate to talk about debt restructuring,
something that is not forced, but was
a commitment taken on by creditors in 2012
and that today we should honour. I think
we should consider organising a European
conference on debt that would discuss the
redemption fund and debt mutualisation.
I think that on this basis, a bridging loan
should be authorised to allow Greek citizens
room to breathe and to enable negotiators to
find a medium-term agreement.
Mr President, anyone who reads up on the
history of this period in the future should
also read that this Parliament, the European
institutions and Greek authorities were made
up of men and women who were able to put
aside their differences, their political affinities,
to act responsibly and constructively to save
Greece and to save Europe. ■
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‘‘

‘‘

Mr President, anyone
who reads up on the history
of this period in the future
should also read that this
Parliament, the European
institutions and Greek
authorities were made
up of men and women who
were able to put aside their
differences, their political
affinities, to act responsibly
and constructively to save
Greece and to save Europe.
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10 May 2016

Debate on the economic
adjustment programme
for Greece
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen,
one year on from the onset of the first Greek
crisis, we find ourselves here, once again,
discussing Greece. In the meantime, the
world has changed: in just over a month, on
the 23rd of June, an important referendum
will take place in the United Kingdom. Europe
is being ravaged by the worst crisis in the
post-war period. But we are here, still here, in
a kind of remake of a bad film we’ve already
seen. Something isn’t right, colleagues, and
I want to state clearly that this something
has but one name: it is called futile medicine
administered to the Greek people.
The Greeks have honoured the commitments
taken in the memorandum. As Commissioner
Moscovici reminded us, Eurostat announced
several weeks ago that the Greek public
finances are actually better than expected.
Many reforms have been undertaken. Of
course, we must remain vigilant and ensure
that everything is done, particularly on the
reform of public administration and the
judicial sector.
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I don’t agree with Mr Weber on one point:
for me, the problem today isn’t Athens, the
problem is called the International Monetary
Fund. The problem is extremists who, in
the name of a vindictive vision, want to
punish Greece and invented the concept
of preventive austerity; the idea that the
Greeks should adopt measures three years
in advance which, as the International
Monetary Fund itself has admitted, would
kill any economy. With Europe in the
condition that it finds itself today, causing
a new crisis would be irresponsible.
Following yesterday’s Eurogroup, and thanks
to the work done by Commissioner Moscovici
and the European Commission, all the
conditions are in place to close the review
of the Greek programme positively and open
the relief chapter – I’m not saying cutting, but
rather relief – of the debt that we committed
to one year ago. For our group, this is cause
for pride. From the beginning, the Socialists
and Democrats have been convinced that
we would be able to come to an agreement
between all parties, a fair compromise that

would require intelligent reforms from
Athens in exchange for support from Europe
and debt relief.
Following yesterday’s Eurogroup, the excuses
have disappeared, and now it is up to everyone
to take on their responsibilities. I would

like to finish by being clear on this point: if
the International Monetary Fund wants to
sabotage this agreement once again, then the
Union, united, should have the strength to go
it alone. ■
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9. PRESIDENCY OF
THE EUROGROUP

3 April 2017

Response to comments from
Eurogroup president Jeroen
Dijsselbloem criticising
crisis-hit eurozone countries
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
position of the Socialists and Democrats
Group on this issue is very clear: we
expressed it several times at the Conference
of Presidents when we said that it was not
acceptable for Mr Dijsselbloem to decide not
to come to the Parliament. We reiterate our
position now.
We said long before Mr Weber that the
interview Mr Dijsselbloem gave on the
Mediterranean regions of Europe spending
money on women and alcohol was
disgraceful and scandalous, and was also
disrespectful and outrageous to women. And
with this interview, Mr Dijsselbloem showed
– although he had already demonstrated
this before – that he is not suitable to be the
president of the Eurogroup.
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This is the position of the S&D Group.
This is the position of many S&D leaders.
I hope that this is also the position of the
Christian-Democrat leaders who, up until
now, have been the real supporters of
Mr Dijsselbloem. ■
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10. COUNTERING
TERRORISM

28 January 2015

Debate on the anti-terrorism
measures following the
terrorist attacks in Paris
Mr President, ladies and gentleman, today,
too, our thoughts go to Paris. This city,
these people, so profoundly affected by this
indelible crime. For us, Paris has also been
the city of mass gatherings. Paris reminds
us of murderous insanity but also of Lassana
Bathily, the Mali-born young Muslim who
protected the supermarket hostages and
who, one week ago, become a French citizen
and thereby a fellow European.
We don’t want to forget this upsurge of dignity
and believe that, in a spirit of unity, this
should be a new starting point, Mrs Hohlmeier.
We will give our support to specific measures
but will not support measures that harm
freedom – an inalienable achievement of the
European Union. We are called the European
Union because we are founded on freedom.
This aside, you have our full agreement
on all measures aiming to effectively fight
terrorism.
Europe already has several instruments
available to it – the Commissioner underlined
this – let us put them into practice! We need to
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strengthen Schengen in terms of information
exchange and the strengthening of security
and external borders, without touching the
fundamental principle of movement. We
are not against Passenger Name Records
(PNR) provided that the conditions regarding
the duration of data retention, as well as
other conditions, are clarified. It is not
a precondition, but be careful not to mislead
citizens: PNR alone will not resolve the issue.
PNR is one factor in a multi-faceted strategy
that should be implemented, starting with
the strengthening of judicial cooperation.
Joint actions and work by the intelligence
services, enhancing foreign policy, a common
policy as regards the southern Mediterranean
countries and, finally, a policy of inclusion
and integration. Many terrorists, particularly
young men, come from pockets of deprivation,
misery, abandonment, marginalisation and
exclusion: these are the phenomena that we
need to fight. More education, more schooling,
more financing for schools and more dialogue
to fight fanaticism and terrorism – and no
exploitation.

We must be serious because we are talking
about and dealing with a serious issue: we
cannot state, as we sometimes hear, that
immigration leads to terrorism. In my country,
not a single immigrant has been suspected
of being or declared a terrorist.

So let us unite: we are ready to put up
a serious common front to fight and beat
the evil of terrorism. ■
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12 April 2016

Debate on counterterrorism
following the terrorist
attacks in Brussels
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, over the
past year this Chamber has sadly been called
upon to discuss terrorism on many occasions.
Repetition obviously carries with it the risk of
disenchantment and yet we must not allow
ourselves to grow bored of terrorism.
The uniqueness of each life, of the life Patricia
Rizzo and so many others lost, the idea that
each life is sacred, is the legacy upon which
modern society is built. I say this because I
believe that in order to fight terrorism, we first
need to ask ourselves how it is possible that
our children have reneged on the heart of our
civilisation.
I know that this is a sensitive issue but I do
not believe that Islam is behind this ideology
of death. I think that rather than reflecting
upon radical Islam, we should reflect upon
the radicalisation of Islam. These criminals
are not taking up the c a us e of Is la m,
a religion of peace, but instead are taking
up the cause of a desperate radicalism; they
are, in short, the offspring of the uprooting
of global society. Rather than the result of
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religious awareness, they are the poisoned
fruit of multiculturalism that, in many cases,
has failed. Often hiding behind the rhetoric
of multiculturalism lies communitarianism,
ie the idea that men and women of different
origins cannot live together but rather should
be in separate social groups that end up
becoming ghettos.
The first response to this attack lies in finding
the elements that unite us and reaffirming
a form of citizenship that is made up of
rights, but also common values and duties.
This thinking goes hand-in-hand with
urgent actions; firstly, national governments
must implement existing instruments
such as information-exchange on DNA and
information-exchange on fingerprints.
The main weapons against terrorism are
intelligence and investigations. Europe is
behind on this; unfortunately terrorists hit us
one at a time and our response is divided. And
so, we need to create a European intelligence
agency. Not the umpteenth coordination
structure, but a single intelligence service

that collects and networks information. We
also need a European counter-terrorism
super-prosecutor, capable of conducting
investigations across the entire EU, and we
need greater resolve in our foreign policy.
I continue to wholeheartedly support the
things that Federica Mogherini is doing, we
need to take this seriously. ISIS also exists as
part of a cynical game of regional interests.

In order to beat ISIS, we need to begin by
tackling those who buy oil from the areas
controlled by ISIS and those who purchase
their goods. The West cannot attack ISIS
with one hand and with the other conduct
business with those who support ISIS. None
of us has a magic wand to make terrorism
disappear, but we can all provide cohesion,
intelligence and humility. ■
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19 April 2015

Debate on the situation
in Burundi
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Commissioner, we are deeply alarmed at
the climate of violence, of terror and of
intimidation that is pushing thousands of
people to the borders of Rwanda, all fleeing
from a possible new ethnic conflict in Burundi.
And the decision, as has just been said, by
the outgoing President to run for a third term,
violating the Arusha Accords, risks plunging
Burundi into a past of ethnic violence, wiping
out the country’s democratisation process
that you mentioned.
A few weeks ago, I went to the Great
Lakes region and to Burundi together with
a delegation from my group. The causes of
and the conditions for the genocide of 1994
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are all still present, just lying dormant. We
cannot wait indifferently for these conditions
to create a new monster; we need to act
immediately. We are aware that the High
Representative, Mrs Mogherini, is closely
and effectively following how the situation
evolves and we call on her to renew pressure
on the President not to run again.
But I myself would like to make a direct
appeal to the President: do you, Mr President
of Burundi, want to cling to a power not
backed by the people or do you want to
become a key player in the democratic
transition of your country? Mr President,
think it over! We, in any case, as the European
Union will play our part. ■

19 May 2015

Debate on the exclusion of
conflict minerals from the
European Union
women and children who are used by
warlords as slaves to work in the mines.

© DAN

In order to do this, Madam Commissioner and
colleagues, we need obligatory traceability of
minerals along the entire chain of production
and trade.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Commissioner Malmström is right: this is an
important opportunity and we cannot waste it,
we cannot waste it with a parliamentary bluff.
You know perfectly well, as do many
colleagues, that there is a link between the
extraction of minerals and the financing
of armed militias, and this link needs to be
broken because breaking it would mean
cutting financing that supports guerrilla
groups. Breaking this link would also help
limit the terrible violence committed against

We, the Socialists and Democrats, are not
prepared to support a joke regulation, a bluff,
a mere slap on the wrists for the lords of death
and for the important financial interests.
With a view to the vote tomorrow, we already
have a possible compromise solution on the
table that is a balance between the different
positions of the political groups and takes
into account the legitimate needs of SMEs
and micro-enterprises.
I therefore call upon all colleagues, beyond
any political colours, as this will affect the
credibility of the entire Parliament. We
are facing an important milestone here in
relation to Africa and other parts of the world:
let us not waste this opportunity. ■
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22 June 2016

Debate highlighting the
massacres in eastern Congo
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Commissioner, I have to confess that I have
heard a definition over and again from
experts and military analysts that makes me
shudder; that in North Kivu there is an ongoing conflict, but it is a ‘low-tension’ conflict.
A ‘low-tension’ conflict that, over the past
20 years, has claimed six million lives and
displaced one and a half million people. If we
were to make a cold calculation, we would be
talking about 300,000 deaths per year – 800
deaths per day – while these experts talk
about ‘low tension’.
I think that instead of ‘low-tension’ we
should say ‘low-attention’; that is, barely
any attention is paid by the international
community to a drama of horrifying
proportions. This is why we turn, above all,
to the EU’s High Representative for Foreign
Affairs, Federica Mogherini, who we know is
sensitive to these issues. Together, we want
to stop the escalation of violence against
a defenceless population being carried out
by militias with an interest in controlling one
of the world’s most mineral-rich territories.
We have specific, very clear, proposals. One:
we call for an independent international
commission of enquiry to be set up that will
shed light on the causes and perpetrators
of the massacre. Two: we want to see the
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involvement of the International Criminal
Court with respect to what happened in
Beni. Three: we want the UN to produce an
evaluation report on the results of the United
Nations Organization Stabilization Mission
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(MONUSCO) and, above all, we want to see the
UN contingent make full use of its mandate,
namely intervening to protect civilians. Four:
we want the African Union to play its part and
put greater energy into resolving the conflict.
My group will be sending our colleague Elena
Valenciano, president of the sub-committee
on human rights, to the Kivu region – as
an independent activity carried out by the
Socialists and Democrats – so that she
can meet and listen to representatives of
Congolese civil society, as well as all other
players present in the territory. She will
collect information that, upon her return, we
will share with colleagues in the Parliament
and with European institutional authorities,
starting with the President of this House and
the High Representative Federica Mogherini.
The international community needs to wake
up! Wake up! Don’t abandon the people of
Kivu to their fate – do something to stop
this violence that has been raging relentlessly
for twenty years. ■

12. T
 HE STATUS
OF MARKET
ECONOMY
FOR CHINA

10 May 2015

Debate ahead of the decision
on granting China market
economy status
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Commissioner, Minister, I would like to
state very clearly that, as things currently
stand, the Socialists and Democrats Group
are against granting China market economy
status. And there is a simple reason for this:
China, today, despite the progress made,
is not a market economy. Let us not hide
behind technicalities. What is at stake here
is the future of European industry and of
millions of jobs. We have the duty to listen
to the justifiable concerns of those workers
who fear for their jobs.
We have been witnessing dumping by Chinese
industry in the steel sector for years, but all
manufacturing could be affected by forms of
unfair competition. Faced with this risk, and
in the name of the precautionary principle,
we have the duty to stop it. Granting market
economy status would be an irreversible
choice and as regards this issue, we cannot
have compromise solutions or mitigation
measures. There are only two possibilities:
either China fully fulfills the five criteria that
define a market economy (and I would dare
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anyone to state that these conditions exist
today) or China is not granted this status.
This does not, in any way, mean denying the
friendship between China and the European
Union – it is and will remain a strong one –
but today, a risky decision would contribute
to the suicide of European industry.
We do not want to be in any way responsible
for a historic mistake. For these reasons, my
group has asked this Parliament to debate
the issue today and to vote on a resolution
tomorrow that will send out a peremptory
message: China cannot be granted market
economy status. ■
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